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ABSTRACT
A SUSTAINABLE ALZHEIMER’S GARDEN
CREATING OUTDOOR SPACES AT LONG-TERM ALZHEIMER CARE FACILITIES
MAY 2014
BARBARA JEAN CONSTABLE, B.S., BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY
M.L.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Gardens built specifically for those with Alzheimer’s disease are designed with
the intention to improve the quality of life for the patient, caregivers and family. The
focus on human health is built into Alzheimer’s garden design. This project summarizes
recent literature and establishes ten elements necessary in the design of an Alzheimer’s
garden and seeks to relate those ten elements to sustainability by focusing on relatable
sections from the Sustainable Sites Initiative: Guidelines and Performance Benchmarks
2009. The Alzheimer’s garden design elements and principles on sustainability are then
applied to a design for a Sustainable Alzheimer’s Garden at a long-term care facility,
specifically Western Massachusetts Hospital located in Westfield, MA.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Every garden and park has the potential to enrich and enhance the community
into which it is placed. Large or small in scale, when the needs and wants of the
surrounding communities are taken into consideration during the design and building
processes, the more likely it is for the completed space to be well used, cared for and an
asset to the community. Gardens built specifically for those with Alzheimer’s disease are
designed based on these principles and with the intention to improve the quality of life
for the patient, caregivers and family.
The number of people with Alzheimer’s disease in the United States of America
is growing. In the year 2011 baby boomers began to turn 65 years old. Medicare
payments alone are almost three times higher for people 65 and over who suffer from
Alzheimer’s disease and dementia (Alzheimer’s Association 2009, 47). The current
economic climate in the United States coupled with an aging population makes this
disease, which triples the cost of healthcare for those over 65, an imminent threat that is
fast approaching.
The growth in the age group 65 and over is causing the number of facilities
needed to care for Alzheimer patients, especially in later stages of the disease, to
increase as well. The idea of evidence based design, or designing healthcare facilities
in response to research, connecting the physical environment to measurable outcomes,
such as patient healing rates and staff retention rates has become a well known
and accepted design technique (Boehland 2005, 3-4). This project will explore the
application of evidence based design techniques along with sustainability practices
to demonstrate the need and benefit of well-designed outdoor spaces at long-term
Alzheimer care facilities. General guidelines and insights for outdoor spaces at longterm Alzheimer care facilities that have been developed by Clare Cooper Marcus, Martha
Tyson and John Zeisel will be incorporated as well. Additionally, a sustainable design
for an outdoor space at a long-term care facility will be created through the application
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of the guidelines and insights developed from the above research as well as by applying
sustainability standards from the 2010 Green Guide to Healthcare and the Sustainable
Sites Initiative: Guidelines and Performance Benchmarks 2009.
The 2006 version of the AIA Guidelines for Design and Construction of
Healthcare Facilities (American Institute of Architects (AIA) and the Facility Guidelines
Institute 2006 (FGI)) included an entire chapter on therapeutic environments and
sustainability issues. A draft of the text in the chapter reads, “Healthcare facilities shall
be designed within a framework that recognizes the primary mission of health care
(including ‘first, do no harm’) and considers the larger context of enhanced patient
environment, employee effectiveness, and resource stewardship” (Boehland 2005, 3).
Aging adults, particularly those with dementia, have special needs. In order to create
well-designed environments for this population - environments that promote health and
safety, maximize independence, and truly speak to the dignity of the individual – better
communication regarding the special needs of those who use the spaces is needed
(Brawley 2001, S80). Attention to these issues represents the growing recognition of
the connection between design decisions and health. The combination of evidence
based design and green design could lead to significant improvements and measurable
outcomes in the performance of healthcare facilities.
Potential benefits and contributions to the field of landscape architecture will be
to further develop the existing insights and guidelines used when designing outdoor
spaces for long term Alzheimer care facilities that include ensuring such environments
are eco-friendly and sustainable. Sustainability, as defined by the Sustainable Sites
Initiative (2009) in The Case for Sustainable Landscapes, is “the design, construction,
operations, and maintenance practices that meet the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” This
definition encompasses the three main elements of a sustainable landscape: economy,
environment and social equity. In many respects a well-designed Alzheimer’s garden is
inherently sustainable. The space seeks to meet the unique needs of an Alzheimer’s
patient and their caregivers through the use of local and familiar building materials and
plants to create a space that is welcoming, stimulating, easily read and traversed. For
2

example, the use of local materials and plants reduces costs (including transportation
and delivery) associated with building the garden. Additionally local plants and materials
will be familiar to patients with Alzheimer’s disease and help to stimulate memories and
interaction with the outside environment.
The Sustainable Site Initiative Guidelines and Performance Benchmarks – 2009
is broken down into 9 sections of prerequisites and credits. Section 6 is “Site DesignHuman Health and Well-Being”, focusing on building strong communities and a sense of
stewardship among those communities. As a significant component of the Sustainable
Sites Initiative the credits in this section further support the idea that Alzheimer’s gardens
are intrinsically sustainable. A well designed Alzheimer’s garden promotes equitable site
use (credit 6.2), provides for optimum site accessibility, safety, and wayfinding (credit
6.5), provides opportunities for outdoor physical activity (credit 6.6), provides views of
vegetation and quiet outdoor spaces for mental restoration (credit 6.7), and provides
outdoor spaces for social interaction (credit 6.8).
Insights into sustainability and their application in the design of outdoor spaces
for Alzheimer patients will help to improve patient quality of life as well as family,
caregiver and staff satisfaction. Happier employees along with sustainable design
practices will improve the bottom line of long-term care facilities by reducing turnover
rates, improving quality of care and potentially reducing maintenance and energy costs.
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CHAPTER 2
GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND METHODS
The amount of research on healthcare design and its impact on patients,
staff and loved ones is staggering. Equally imposing is the amount of research and
documentation available on sustainable practices for garden design and for healthcare
facilities. The goals and objectives of this project are to:
1 - Gather and synthesize the latest research and evidence based design
techniques relating to healing gardens and the sustainable design of healthcare
facilities (specifically long-term Alzheimer care facilities).
2 - Generate a set of guidelines and insights for sustainable outdoor spaces at
long-term Alzheimer care facilities based on the information collected above.
3 - Apply the above insights to the design of a garden space at a long-term care
facility.
Design products will include a site assessment and analysis, a master plan, site
renderings, a planting plan and plant list.
The primary methods to be used for goals #1 and #2 will be literature reviews
and case studies. The literature review will be broken up into three main categories:
1-Alzheimer’s Disease, 2-Sustainability, and 3-Evidence Based Design. Case studies
will be done on two facilities with existing and successful Alzheimer’s gardens. Success
of an Alzheimer’s garden will be based on use of the latest design techniques, resident,
staff and loved one’s satisfaction with the space and respect of the design/designer
within the field.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
Evidence Based Design
As previously stated evidence based design is designing healthcare facilities in
response to research, connecting the physical environment to measurable outcomes
such as patient healing rates and staff retention rates. Evidence based design has
become a well-known and accepted design technique (Boehland 2005, 3-4). The Center
for Health Design (2011) defines evidence based design (EBD) as the process of basing
decisions about the built environment on credible research to achieve the best possible
outcomes.
The 2010 Survey of Design Research in Healthcare Settings conducted by
The Center for Health Design included over 1,000 responses from those involved in
healthcare design: architects, interior designers, researchers, facility-related staff,
healthcare consultants, medical planners, hospital administrators, clinicians and
people involved in the field in other relevant work categories (Taylor 2010, 5). Of the
respondents, 78.1% were involved in projects in the USA. One of the primary goals of
the survey was to measure trends over time to determine the extent to which evidence is
being used in the design and construction of healthcare facilities (Taylor 2010, 19). The
survey found that nearly 80% of respondents “regularly” or “sometimes” used design
research to make decisions (this was consistent with the results from the prior years
survey) (Taylor 2010, 9). One of the predominant resources used in healthcare design
is the FGI (Facility Guidelines Institute) Guidelines for the Design and Construction of
Healthcare Facilities (Taylor 2010, 13). Participants of the survey were asked about
their perceptions and overall industry perceptions regarding evidence based design.
Perceptions of evidence based design included: a means to improve outcomes and
make informed decisions, improve quality of life in healthcare, a forward-thinking trend, a
way to preserve design intent during value engineering, a way to reduce long-term costs
and a competitive advantage for organizations (Taylor 2010, 16). One of the top general
evidence based design features ‘Always’ incorporated or ‘Being Implemented’ into
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healthcare facilities is a healing environment that is nurturing, therapeutic and reduces
stress (62.9% of responses) (Taylor 2010, 20). However only 32.8% of responses
stated that gardens accessible to staff, visitors and patients are ‘Always’ used or are
‘Being Incorporated’ into their facility (Taylor 2010, 20). The results for the overall use
of inpatient evidence based design features in healthcare facilities did not list gardens
but 43.5% indicated windows with views to nature in patients’ rooms as being ‘Always’
used or in the process of ‘Being Implemented’ (Taylor 2010, 22). Of those involved
in the planning and design of healthcare facilities, over 60% of survey respondents
indicated that their organizations conduct formal research to determine the relevance
of design strategies for particular projects (Taylor 2010, 25). The two largest perceived
barriers in design research were funding and time in the project schedule (Taylor
2010, 29). However the perception that time was usually the biggest problem varied
among respondents whether they were part of the design team (24.2% had this view)
or the provider team (12.1% had this view) (Taylor 2010, 30). Awareness of evidence
based design is improving in the healthcare design community but it is also important
for the community to understand the implications of using an evidence based design
process – critically evaluating research, creating hypothesis regarding design strategies
and measuring results (Taylor 2010, 32). The Center for Health Design has created an
Evidence Based Design Accreditation and Certification to assist in the development of a
common understanding of the process and application of evidence based design (Taylor
2010, 33). Implementation of evidence based design strategies, which may have high
first time costs, are often left undone as organizations incur budget cuts and fail to see
the potential savings in long-term operations costs (Taylor 2010, 34). It is important to
note that while many of the respondents were familiar with evidence based design, the
audience of potential participants was heavily weighted toward those already familiar
with the work of The Center for Health Design’ (Taylor 2010, 36).
Alzheimer’s Disease and Designing for Healthcare Facilities
Over the past few decades, the body of knowledge regarding Alzheimer’s
disease and its impact on those who suffer from it has grown exponentially. Additionally,
6

much research has been done in the medical and design community to show the impact
of a patient’s environment on their speed of recovery, attitude and on their overall quality
of life. Stephen Mitrione (a medical doctor as well as a landscape architect) cites studies
that show a direct connection between hospital patients exposed to sunlight and natural
environments and their reduced levels of stress, reduced need for pain medication and
shorter hospital stays (Mitrione 2008, 33). He also distinguishes therapeutic landscapes
from healing gardens. A healing garden may provide psychological relief from the
stress associated with a disease but not change the outcome of the disease itself. A
therapeutic garden is designed to produce a specific outcome or have a specific effect.
Therapeutic landscapes are less concerned with healing in a spiritual context and more
focused on reducing the impact of the disease on one’s health.
As there is currently no cure for this disease, a better quality of life for Alzheimer
patients means maintaining their current functioning level as long as possible. Unlike
other diseases and chronic conditions, no medical interventions can stabilize the
condition or increase their quality of life (Hoglund and Ledewitz 1999, 231). Medications
have been found that slow the progression of Alzheimer’s (with results varying by
patient) however nothing will fully stop the disease or reverse its effects.
The idea of healing gardens is not new. The earliest hospitals in the Western
world were infirmaries in monastic communities. Healing was achieved by focusing on
herbs, prayer and a cloistered garden was an essential part of the environment. (Marcus
and Barnes 1999, 1) However, hospitals and medical facilities of the 20th century have
been more focused on emerging science and curing a disease rather than treating the
patient as a whole. As noted by Clare Cooper Marcus (1999, 8), it is ironic that when
people are asked to imagine healing environments most make reference to nature,
however, when in need of medical treatment we find ourselves in locations devoid of
natural elements or even access to them.
Over the past decade, new research and a focus on holistic health has begun to
change prevalent attitudes regarding healthcare and the design of healthcare facilities.
Not only are healing and therapeutic gardens being given more consideration, so too are
other aspects of healthcare design including patient access to natural daylight, views of
7

the outdoors and natural settings, as well as sustainable design practices. There has
been growing interest in medicine and therapies that provide alternatives to biomedicine
and this interest has encouraged a broad range of strategies for well being and healing
(Gesler et al. 2004, 118).
Joan Hyde (a leader in the field of gerontological research and practice) and
others (2007, 64) list potential research topics based upon the lack of evidence and
research done to date in specific areas relating to this field. One of the focus areas
for future research and study is structure and process factors - factors in the physical
environment. Increased evidence based knowledge in this area could lead to the
improved health and safety of this very vulnerable population as well as increase levels
of customer satisfaction and improve resident’s quality of life.
Elements of Alzheimer’s Garden Design
The following are requirements for an Alzheimer’s garden and an Alzheimer’s
garden typology as stated by John Zeisel and Martha Tyson in the Alzheimer’s
Treatment Garden section of Healing Gardens (1999, 445).
•

Security: Fences and locked gates

•

Orientation and way-finding: Paths with destinations and strong
landmarks

•

Places for programs: Flat hard surfaces, patios and barbecue areas

•

Paths for walking: Pathways and shortcuts

•

Locations for cultural memories: Porches, hand pumps, clotheslines

•

Adjacencies: Connections between the dining room, etc. and the
outdoors activity room.
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Alzheimer’s Treatment Garden Typology
Available Adjacent Space
•

Fenced on grade

•

Atrium enclosed

•

Rooftop

Design Emphasis

with

•

Pathway loop

•

Inside-outside stroll

•

Object focused

Table 1 - Alzheimer’s Treatment Garden Typology (Source: Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 445)
In The Image of the City (1960, 47) by Kevin Lynch, he states that the physical
view of a city is made up of five elements: paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks.
John Zeisel and Martha Tyson applied these elements in the book Healing Gardens
(1999, 445) in order to create the building blocks to design an Alzheimer’s garden.
Following are those design guidelines, which include four additional elements by Zeisel
and Tyson.
1. Paths
2. Places/Districts
3. Landmarks
4. Nodes
5. Edges
6. Views
7. Furnishings
8. Plantings
9. Symbolic cues
The designed physical environment can reduce Alzheimer’s symptoms (Zeisel
2009, 137). According to Zeisel, there are eight characteristics of places that support
people with Alzheimer’s disease: exit control, walking paths, privacy, shared spaces,
gardens, homelike quality, sensory understanding and supports for independence and
empowerment (Zeisel 2009, 137).
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Combining the ideas, elements and characteristics above, following is a list and
discussion of the elements of an Alzheimer’s garden design.
1. Wayfinding and orientation
2. Access and views
3. Spatial definition and legibility
4. Security and safety
5. Sensory stimulation
6. Physical activity
7. Memory and personalization
8. Stress reduction
9. Social interaction
10. Other physical needs (transitional spaces, glare reduction, etc.)
Wayfinding and Orientation
Nothing, including gardens, is experienced by itself. There is a relation to
its surroundings, the sequence of events leading up to it and the memory of past
experience (Lynch 1960, 1). Each sense is in operation and works to create an image
that is a composite of them all (Lynch 1960, 2).
In order to structure and identify an environment, many kinds of clues are
used: visual sensations (including color, shape, motion, or polarization of light), scent,
sound, touch, taste, a sense of gravity and even electric or magnetic fields (Lynch
1960, 3). Kevin Lynch states in his book Image of the City (1960, 3) that wayfinding is a
consistent use and organization of definite sensory cues from the external environment.
Environmental image is an image created and held by each individual, a generalized
mental picture of the exterior physical world (Lynch 1960, 4). When looking at a given
environment, the image created is a combination of immediate sensations as well as
the memory of past experience (Lynch 1960, 4). Therefore the image created of one
environment will differ by individual user. Different environments encourage or resist the
process of image making (Lynch 1960, 7).
An environmental image has three parts: identity, structure and meaning (Lynch
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1960, 8). Identification of an object or place is the ability to distinguish it as a separate
entity or individual. Structure is the relation between one object and an individual or one
object and the objects around it. Structure is creating a spatial relationship or pattern.
Meaning is a practical or emotional response to an object or place.
Imageability, as stated by Kevin Lynch (1960, 9) is “that quality in a physical
object which gives it a high probability of evoking a strong image in any given observer.”
Imageability is an object or arrangement that creates a vividly identifiable image within
the observer (Lynch 1960, 9). The structure is clear and powerful, and there is a
strong meaning associated with the object or place. Objects are not only seen but are
presented intensely to the senses.
Wayfinding refers to problem-solving abilities needed to reach destinations.
Designs that facilitate spatial orientation and wayfinding can contribute to a person’s
quality of life. It has been found that patients with dementia are more able to make
decisions in buildings with well-articulated entrances and landmarks (Barnes 2002,
780). This information can be applied to the design of outdoor spaces as well. Housing
residents with dementia on the ground floor of facilities provides opportunities to
establish easy access to outdoor spaces, which in turn can have paths for wandering
as well as visual and other sensory stimuli (Barnes 2002, 781). Open access to secure
outdoor environments can reestablish a sense of control in someone who is frequently
confused and disoriented.
In addition to losing memories, people living with Alzheimer’s also lose spatial
processing abilities. In busy environments (for example a congested street), simple
perceptions such as ‘Where am I?’ can turn into brain noise rather than a clear signal
and the person will become disoriented. If an environment causes a person to use
all their spatial processing and memory functions to determine ‘Where am I? Where
have I been? And where am I going?’ any remaining memory function will be effectively
disabled. The environment becomes too much for a patients’ brain to process (Zeisel
2006, 371). People with Alzheimer’s do better in environments where difficult wayfinding
demands are removed, a place with few alternative destinations and clear spatial
landmarks.
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Alzheimer’s patients also have difficulty with cognitive mapping; that is holding
in mind an explicit picture of any physical environment (Zeisel 2006, 374). Trying to
hold in mind instructions of environments that are not naturally mapped (self-evident)
can be upsetting to Alzheimer patients and cause anxiety. This anxiety leads to pacing
and wandering, behaviors that are commonly considered disease symptoms. Naturally
mapped environments can reduce such behaviors. This raises the question of whether
pacing and wandering are actually direct symptoms of the disease or secondary effects
of confusing environments that have no self-evident destinations (Zeisel 2006, 374).
Walking paths with destinations help to promote walking rather than wandering.
Destinations that are clearly understood and visible will cue people in to where they are
going (Zeisel 2009, 138). Landmarks, especially where a decision must be made, such
as at a corner or doorway, can help someone with impaired wayfinding skills from getting
lost or disoriented (Zeisel 2009, 138). Elements that evoke hard-wired memories, such
as music, the smell of food or a mailbox, can be landmarks (Zeisel 2009, 138). Those
walking towards something walk with more purpose and determination than those just
wandering.
Access and Views
Safe, accessible outdoor spaces, including gardens, porches and patios, provide
a home-like atmosphere at long-term care facilities. Having continuous unobstructed
access to secure outdoor areas provides residents with a sense of independence and
control. Alzheimer’s patients frequently loose their ability to sense the time of day
or season of the year. Access to nature and the outdoors can help to alleviate this
symptom by exposing residents to natural sunlight and darkness, which helps to keep an
individual’s internal clock in tune with the actual time (Zeisel 2009, 140). This will help
residents continue with normal sleep patterns and ease the burden on caregivers.
Access to outdoor areas can also provide residents with the opportunity to
garden or just watch the plants of the season grow and change. In addition to providing
a sense of time passing, the sights, sounds, scents and textures of the outdoors can be
places of quiet fascination that can stimulate the senses of someone with Alzheimer’s
disease without overwhelming them. The warmth of the sun, the song of a chick-a-dee,
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a breeze with the scent of lilacs, or gardening itself can trigger and make accessible
pleasant memories that a person with Alzheimer’s disease might not otherwise be able
to recall.
Views into, within and from an Alzheimer’s garden are important and impact
its use and effect on residents. Window views into the garden are a link from the
indoor to outdoor space. In addition to providing staff with surveillance ability, window
views attract and entice residents to go outdoors. Residents need to know a garden
is available for use and seeing the garden from a well used interior space can be a
consistent reminder that the garden is available to them (Marcus 2005, 36). Clear
and easy access from that interior space is ideal; otherwise the user may suffer from
frustration and give up trying to get outside. Special features such as birdfeeders,
fountains and seasonal color displays help residents connect to the outdoor space.
Views within the garden encourage movement throughout the space and draw users into
all areas of the garden. Creating internal views increases visual access to a garden that
is likely to entice users to enter the garden space and explore further (Kaplan 1998, 34).
Views out of the garden connect users to the surrounding landscape. However, a solid
fence or shrubs should block views into a parking lot or busy street. Such views may
cause anxiety and stress in patients with dementia and may encourage a desire to leave
or escape (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 452).
The desire to explore a space is enhanced if there is some hope of finding out
more as one keeps going (Kaplan 1998, 16). People have a desire for understanding
and knowing about the world around them. Mystery can compel one to go further into a
garden or space with the possibility of finding something that was previously unknown.
Mystery refers to the idea that the promise of more information is intriguing (Kaplan
1998, 43). A partial view or a suggestion of what might be ahead makes a setting more
compelling (Kaplan 1998, 43). A curve in a path or a view from a window can provide
enough of a glimpse into what may lie ahead to draw people further into a space.
Gateways to a space provide information to a visitor of the opportunities offered
by the area allowing for an informed decision as to whether to enter (Kaplan 1998, 85).
A representative view can help a visitor become oriented to the setting ahead and decide
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whether to enter a space. A well-designed gateway can provide both information and
mystery to entice a visitor to imagine what will unfold as more steps are taken into the
space (Kaplan 1998, 86). For the Alzheimer’s patient, views and glimpses into a space
are important to not only draw them into the area, but to reassure them that the space is
welcoming and safe.
Spatial Definition and Legibility
Legibility of a space is its apparent visual clarity, the ease with which its parts
can be recognized and organized into a coherent and meaningful pattern (Lynch 1960,
2). More specifically, legibility of a garden designed for Alzheimer’s patients includes
easily identifiable paths, places, landmarks, nodes, edges, views, furnishing, plantings
and symbolic cues, as well as being able to easily group these elements into an overall
pattern.
Paths include walking paths, shortcuts and ‘just passing through’ paths. Walking
paths should be 5 to 6 feet wide at a minimum allowing people to walk side by side
comfortably and to allow wheelchairs to easily pass (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 448).
Paths should have strong edge delineation and be made with tinted, brushed concrete
to provide traction and reduce glare that can be bothersome and more difficult for older
eyes to cope with (Marcus 2005, 36). Shortcuts are alternate paths that are clearly
distinguished from the main path by being narrower, usually made of a different material
and at a 90 degree angle from the main path (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 448). Movement
along shortcuts is typically slower, provides a change of pace for the residents and is
a shorter route back to the main door for those who may find walking an entire loop
challenging. ‘Just passing through’ paths go through, around or next to activity areas.
Safe and interesting walking experiences are created with furnishings, plantings as well
as activities (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 448). Overall the path system should be simple
with no dead ends and minimum choices (Marcus 2005, 36).
Places include gathering places, away places and symbolic places. Gathering
places are comfortable and accessible areas usually located next to indoor group activity
areas and provide space for both formal and informal meetings and group activities
(Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 449). A shaded patio or terrace just outside the access door is
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a feature enjoyed by many of the elderly as it allows them to sit and enjoy viewing the
garden while being close to the building amenities (Marcus 2005, 36). Away places are
benches or alcoves still along the path but away from group areas (Zeisel and Tyson
1999, 449). Away places provide residents, staff and visitors a place not near gathering
places with activity and away from the indoors. Symbolic places reflect culture, climate,
geography and overall context of the area where the facility is located and can bring
deep memories back to the surface of the minds of residents (Zeisel and Tyson 1999,
449).
Landmarks are reference points in the garden that assist in wayfinding. Major
landmarks are structural elements that can be seen from anywhere in the garden and
in an Alzheimer’s garden the doorway back into the building should always be a major
landmark (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 449). Furnishings, plantings, landforms and even
framed views are minor landmarks within a garden. Minor landmarks encourage flow
and movement through the garden by providing interest (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 449).
Nodes are places within the garden that are foci to and from which people
travel. A node occurs where pathways cross, at junctions, places of intense activity
in the garden or planned destinations (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 450). Crossroads are
where pathways cross at right angles within the garden and offer residents a clear
choice of direction without being disorienting. The main path will continue on while a
secondary path will be made of a different material with a major landmark (for example
to doorway back into the building) in view at the end of the path providing a destination.
Destinations are features within the garden that are comfortable areas to stop and
pause. Destination points are visible and memorable and encourage people to walk in
the garden (Marcus 2005, 36). The feature needs to be worth journeying to and provide
a sense of purpose in walking. Destinations help to draw residents out into the garden
making full use of the outdoor space (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 451).
Edges are elements that enclose a garden and provide security. Edges of paths
and places within the garden assist residents by clearly indicating where elements begin
and end (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 449). For example, a curb identifies where the path
ends and a planting area begins. A curb prevents a wheelchair user from rolling off the
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path and getting stuck, and cues those able to walk where the smooth path is versus an
area of uneven ground. Edges can be changes in surface material, plantings or a wall.
Edges include enclosures, which are fences, walls or the edge of a building.
Furnishings in a garden include structured fixed seating, tables, lighting and
built structures as well as nomadic movable seating, tables, potted plants and garden
art (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 453). As dementia patients can be restless (pace, rest
briefly and pace again), ample seating of different types (fixed, movable, gliders)
should be provided in varying locations with a choice of sun or shade (Marcus 2005,
37). Strategically placed structured furnishings can create destinations and landmarks
within the garden and encourage movement along paths. Sturdy seats and benches
with backs and armrests provide comfortable seating and allow those with mobility
problems and weaker muscles to lever themselves up from a seated position (Zeisel
and Tyson 1999, 453). Tables with four solid legs also can enable independence when
standing and not give a false sense of steadiness. Nomadic movable furnishings need
to be lightweight but sturdy. Movable furnishings allow residents and staff to customize
spaces within the garden for varying needs and uses. Nomadic furnishings complement
and augment the use of the fixed elements in the garden and encourage use by
providing extra functionality (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 453).
Plantings are the difference between gardens and other built environments.
In addition to the usual considerations for choosing plantings (size, form, color, soil
conditions, sun and water needs, growth rate and seasonal changes), Alzheimer’s
gardens require plants that are not toxic (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 454). People with
Alzheimer’s are likely to pick leaves, flowers and fruits from plants and eat them without
realizing the consequences to their health. Also, leaf litter and the fruiting habits of
plants should be considered as plants with excessive droppings placed near a path can
cause slippery conditions (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 454).
There are two types of plantings in an Alzheimer’s garden: framework plantings
and evolving gardens within gardens. Framework plantings help to form the foundation
of the garden (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 454). Trees, hedges, shrubs and mass plantings
help to define edges, circulation paths, views and spaces. Evolving gardens within
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the garden (vegetable patch, flowers for cutting, herb garden, potted plants and raised
container gardens) evolve over time and may change with the seasons (Zeisel and
Tyson 1999, 455). Evolving gardens enable users to customize the space by growing
plants, fruits and vegetables of their own choosing as well as provide space for
horticultural therapy. Evolving gardens allow Alzheimer’s patients to engage in familiar
activities and create a more homelike atmosphere that remind patients of their daily
routines at home and ease anxiety.
An Alzheimer’s garden needs to be coherent, orderly and organized into clear,
distinct areas. Having a repeating theme or pattern, and a limited number of textures
creates a unified space that is clear and more easily imaged. An incoherent space
would be distracting and overwhelming to Alzheimer’s patients as being overly complex
with no theme or pattern to ground the space and nothing to help guide the imageability
and understanding of the space.
Legibility in a space is increased by distinctiveness (Kaplan 1998, 15). Having
memorable components or landmarks can assist users of the space with orientation and
the ability to find one’s way into and back out of the space.
Security and Safety
Exit control implies areas that are safe and completely secure with doors,
windows, fences and other potential exits that lock (Zeisel 2009, 138). These exterior
exits need to be unobtrusive and camouflaged. Areas where people feel safe help to
lower stress and increase sociability. Feeling the ability to go wherever one wants and
that certain spaces or doors are not off limits, leads to greater autonomy and feelings
of self worth and independence. A door with an exit sign over it, says to an Alzheimer’s
patient ‘Go this way’. When they try to exit and the door is locked, feelings of confusion
and even anger can arise. Outdoor areas that are secure and easily accessible help
lead to independence and empowerment of residents.
The more secure the enclosure of an Alzheimer’s garden, the more it will be
used by residents as they will be able to go spontaneously into the garden without being
constantly accompanied by a caregiver (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 449). For an enclosure
to the garden to be secure, the fence or wall needs to be clearly too high to get over
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and a height of 8 feet usually achieves this (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 449). Additionally
in order to discourage the thought of climbing over, the enclosure should be made so
there are not potential footholds created in a fence or wall. The necessary height of the
enclosure can change based on the group of residents using the garden and their stage
of the disease. Residents in the later stages of Alzheimer’s do not require such a high
fence to discourage their leaving. If a gate is necessary to the garden (based on fire
regulations and maintenance needs) then it should be of the same material as the rest of
the fence to help disguise it.
Sensory Stimulation
Nature fascination (or how one’s attention is held by gardening), tranquility, and
sensory stimulation are important sources of satisfaction among gardeners (Kaplan
1990, 239). Considering people’s preferences when designing a garden is important,
as people are more likely to use and explore a space that is to their liking. General
preferences identified in With People in Mind (Kaplan 1998, 32) include coherent areas,
smooth ground, mystery, a sense of depth and openings. Additionally comfortable
outdoor spaces have places where people can sit with their backs protected (others are
unable to approach them from behind) and look out toward a larger space or opening
(Alexander 1977, 558).
The best environments for Alzheimer’s patients are those that stimulate the five
senses: sight, touch, taste, scent and sound. As we age, some of our senses are not as
sharp as they once were. Other senses help and become heightened to alleviate this
loss. Multisensory cues provide persons living with Alzheimer’s disease the best chance
to understand their environment and act accordingly (Zeisel 2009, 142). For example,
the following are multisensory cues to ensure a secure garden at a long-term care facility
is well used. First, the garden should be visible from multiple windows throughout the
residence (Zeisel 2009, 142). The garden should be easily accessible from within the
residence (an unlocked door that is clear and easy to find – not located at the end of a
remote corridor) (Zeisel 2009, 142). To be most inviting, gardens should have lots of
plants. The sight and feel of plants, shrubs and trees is a contrast from the inside of the
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residence. The scent of flowering plants coming through the windows and doors will
alert residents to the opportunity to go outside. The sound of birds or a fountain will help
to draw people further out into the garden where there should be ample area to sit either
in the sun or the shade. Raised beds can make growing vegetables more accessible
to a greater number of people. The potential taste of a ripe, bright red, plum tomato or
other garden delight can bring people into the garden as well.
Alzheimer patients have unique needs, and the stress and agitation caused
by an over-stimulating environment can cause disruptive behavior such as emotional
outbursts, depression and physical aggression. In a facility caring for multiple people
suffering from this disease, the ripple effect to other patients and the impact disruptive
behavior has on staff and those providing patient care can be highly burdensome and
costly. Spaces that involve fascination (attention that does not demand effort (Kaplan
1998, 18)) can be beneficial to Alzheimer’s patients by drawing in their attention but
not demanding anything of them. Outdoor environments that allow for quiet fascination
include spaces that enable the user to listen to the wind, watch clouds go by, observe
the varied colors of fall leaves or enjoy the antics of a chipmunk (Kaplan 1998, 17).
Physical Activity
People with Alzheimer’s disease tend to wander. Reasons for this behavior
can range from lack of physical activity, wanting to go somewhere in particular, being
agitated in their current situation and wanting to leave, or looking for someone or
something (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 442). Accommodating residents’ exit attempts,
rather than discouraging them, can generate positive outcomes. In one study, unlocking
doors to allow access to secure outdoor areas was associated with significant decreases
in agitation (Day et al. 2000, 402). Research, although limited, has supported the value
of outdoor spaces to reduce aggressive behavior among people with dementia (Day et
al. 2000, 402). Outdoor areas remind residents of home, accommodate activities and
increase residents’ exposure to light and sun. Additionally, residents have been shown
to walk outdoors more frequently in facilities equipped with therapeutic gardens (Day et
al. 2000, 410).
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Memory and Personalization
Another characteristic of places that support quality of life for those with
Alzheimer’s disease, and has been mentioned in association with previous
characteristics, is a homelike living space. This includes the size and layout of rooms as
well as the decor of the spaces. Rooms that are too large or oddly shaped tend to have
an institutional feel. Seasonal décor can help patients with a sense of the time of the
year and can bring back memories of holidays and times past.
Symbolic cues include orientation to time and place, and memory recall (Zeisel
and Tyson 1999, 455). Seasonal blooms, spring bulbs and fall leaf color are all symbolic
cues that may cue residents with Alzheimer’s into the time of year and place. Garden
décor such as bird feeders encourage activity in the garden. A bright red cardinal
against winter snow can draw a person’s eye outside and alert them to the time of year.
Memory recall is enabled by having elements within the garden that reflect past culture
and common activities (Zeisel and Tyson 1999, 455). A clothesline or a mailbox provides
residents with activity and a sense of purpose. The sound of water may bring back
memories of time spent near streams or lakes. Soft wind chimes hung from a porch,
the scent of plants, flowers and freshly cut grass, and the feel of bark, leaves or flowers
in ones hand can all be powerful aids in recalling distant memories for Alzheimer’s
patients. Including a lawn in the garden provides an area for programmed events and is
a reflection of the home setting for many patients (Marcus 2005, 37).
Privacy refers to areas where personal mementos can be easily displayed
and people feel a sense of ownership and control (Zeisel 2009, 139). Personalized
areas in long-term care facilities tend to be a patients room or apartment. Being able
to personalize space can bring psychological security to the user and bring about a
sense of ownership of the space (Lang 1987, 148). A garden that is personalized is an
environment that is adaptable to meet the needs of specific activity patterns of the users.
The design (layout and materials used) of a physical environment affects the ease with
which it can be personalized (Lang 1987, 156). Being able to call an area our own leads
to a stronger willingness to look after and take care of it.
In a master’s thesis done by Kimberly Duffy Turner (2001, 46), she conducted
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a study to determine if childhood memories of landscape have implications for design
of outdoor spaces for Alzheimer patients. Elements from environmental life histories
of residents were added to a garden to see if they triggered reminiscence and cause
psycho-behavioral changes in the residents. Elements added included specific plants
(lilacs, tomatoes, and geraniums), bird feeders, and gardening tools. The results of the
research indicated that elements of childhood memories incorporated within an outdoor
setting may positively influence Alzheimer patients (Turner 2001, 97). Residents of
the facility where the study took place spent significantly more time in the garden once
the project began and garden changes were implemented (Turner 2001, 97). Patients
showed improved mood, socialization, appetite and sleep patterns as well as a reduction
in agitation, pain and colds (Turner 2001, 98). Additionally family members found visiting
easier with conversation pieces in the garden to give them something to talk about with
their loved ones (Turner 2001, 73). It was noted that for several individuals in the study,
elements from environmental life histories triggered residents to partake in activities from
earlier in their lives; nurturing plants, cutting flowers and harvesting vegetables (Turner
2001, 98). Positive influences were noted among family members and caregivers
including greater frequency of visits to and enjoyment of the garden (Turner 2001, 99).
Stress Reduction
People’s ability to maintain focus or concentrate on a task is limited. The
capacity to direct attention wears one down and is referred to as mental fatigue (Kaplan
1998, 17). People can do activities requiring focused attention for only so long before
they need a break. Mental fatigue causes people to have difficulty in focusing on the
task in front of them. Additionally they are more likely to take risks, be impulsive and
impatient, and are commonly irritable. People experiencing mental fatigue have difficulty
taking in new information, are more prone to making errors and are less likely to be
congenial and helpful to those around them (Kaplan 1998, 17). Alzheimer’s disease can
cause one to experience mental fatigue sooner than they would normally. Many people
with Alzheimer’s require 24-hour care, 7 days a week. The caregiver is constantly in
an alerted state, focusing their attention on the activities and needs of the person who
has Alzheimer’s. The caregiver and the patient both need time for respite and recovery
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in order to maintain the quality of life for both. Research shows that encounters with
everyday nature can restore one’s ability to concentrate, calm anxiety and reduce
aggression (Wolf 1998). These are great benefits to everyone but especially to someone
with Alzheimer’s disease where everyday tasks that used to require no thought such as
showering or brushing one’s teeth can now be a confusing and complicated process.
One way to offset the impact of or recover from mental fatigue is to experience
a restorative environment. Characteristics of restorative settings include the following:
being away, extent, fascination and compatibility (Kaplan 1998, 18). Gardens designed
for those with Alzheimer’s disease need to embody each of these characteristics.
Additionally, restorative benefits are more likely to occur in settings where one feels
totally secure and can let their guard down to relax (Kaplan 1998, 68).
Being away refers to being somewhere other than the source of fatigue. The
feeling of being away typically occurs in places that offer fascination. A fire in a fireplace,
a waterfall, walking in the woods, trees changing with the seasons or birds eating from
a bird feeder all offer the experience of fascination. Attention is involved but effort is not
demanded. Additionally, in order to be a restorative setting, a site needs to have extent
or scope (Kaplan 1998, 19). Extent refers to the feeling of being in a place where the
boundaries are not evident or the feeling of being in a whole different world (Kaplan
1998, 19). The feeling of extent can be achieved either physically or cognitively (for
example the world one finds while reading a book). For an environment or setting to be
restorative, there must also be compatibility – what the setting requires of the individual
and what information or opportunities are offered (Kaplan 1998, 21).
Social Interaction
Shared spaces are important as well. In addition to increasing sociability, spaces
that are decorated and furnished, for example a family room with chairs, a couch and
fireplace versus a dining room with a large table with chairs around it, clearly differentiate
one from another, and help to cue residents in to appropriate behaviors in each space.
Knowing what to do in a situation helps patients to be less likely to withdraw and isolate
themselves, and more likely to be social, helpful and caring toward others (Zeisel 2009,
140).
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In Great Britain, one study of the benefits of communal gardening in older
persons found participants experienced reduced isolation and increased socialization,
which can reduce symptoms of depression, increased physical activity, which helps to
maintain overall health while easing the aging process, and the spiritual healing power of
nature that can help to reduce stress and improve mental well being (Milligan et al. 2004,
1783-1784). These benefits are also applicable to those suffering from Alzheimer’s
disease and related dementia.
Other Physical Needs
Ultimately Alzheimer’s patients respond best to environments that are designed
for independence and empowerment. This kind of environment usually includes the
following attributes: walkways that are unobstructed and well lit, bathrooms that are
easy to find with a toilet on the door indicating what is there, toilets accessible with
higher seats and grab bars, and residential size rooms that are decorated to indicate the
purpose and expected use of the room (Zeisel 2009, 143).
Particular attention needs to be paid to transitional spaces - areas where
residents go from outdoor spaces to indoor spaces. Older adults require higher levels of
light to see clearly. Upon entering spaces with considerably lower light levels, it can take
five to thirty minutes for their eyes to adapt to the change (Brawley 2001, S81). Ensuring
that transitional spaces are well lit and provide ample opportunity to sit and readjust
oneself is key in creating supportive and usable outdoor spaces.
Additionally a garden designed for Alzheimer’s patients’ needs to have ample
shade. A characteristic of Alzheimer’s patients is having difficulty recognizing when they
are too hot and it would not occur to them to put on sun block or a hat (Marcus 2005,
38). Shade needs to be at all exit doors to the garden to assist the elderly with the
difficulty of adjusting from indoor light levels to bright sunlight.
When designing areas for the elderly, smooth ground is an important preference
to consider because as people grow older their sense of balance begins to decline or
their eyesight begins to fail. To compensate for this decline people often take shorter
steps and seek areas that are smooth and easy to traverse. A garden area with rough,
uneven paths would likely deter an older person or one with limited mobility as being
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difficult or even dangerous to enter and move through. Providing walkways through
interesting parts of the landscape can give residents more variety in their outdoor
experience, and possibly a greater sense of freedom (Rodiek et al. 2005, 197).
Designing Alzheimer’s Gardens for Long-Term Care Facilities
Future research needs to start with specific hypotheses on the proposed
relationship between physical environments and residents’ overall well being (Day
et al. 2000, 412). Hypotheses need to explain why design features are or are not
successful. This can be done by explicitly describing the physical context of the
dementia environment along with specific modifications to the environment that are
tied to residents’ well being. More attention needs to be paid to the therapeutic use
of design in dementia environments and note the particular characteristics of effective
design interventions (Day et al. 2000, 412). Increasing focus on the impacts for staff and
relatives could provide persuasive rationale for design interventions. Higher staff morale
leads to lower turnover rates and a higher quality of care for residents.
As per Joan Whaley Gallup in Wellness Centers: A Guide for the Design
Professional (1999), healing environments support happy, life-enhancing activities.
Wellness centers are facilities that incorporate clinical and fitness components into a
comprehensive healthcare center. Wellness centers are designed to provide people
with a social center to affect lives in a positive way. A healing environment for those in
need of rehabilitation is provided in a facility dedicated to preventive medicine. Wellness
centers shift thinking from healing the sick to prevention. This concept extends to longterm care facilities for people with Alzheimer’s disease. A well-designed facility can’t
prevent the disease itself but it can help ease many of the symptoms and emotional
reactions caused by the disease.
Relationships have been demonstrated between the built environment of care
homes for older people, the quality of life of the residents and the morale of the staff
(Parker et al. 2004, 960). Building features relating to choice and control as well as
community, physical support, cognitive support and personalization were all positively
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associated with different aspects of quality of life (Parker et al. 2004, 960). Additionally,
residents spend the majority of their time indoors and in the same environment.
Providing greenery both inside and out can help to satisfy the basic human desire for
contact with nature elements.
Many of the outside spaces in assisted living facilities and nursing homes have
been added as primarily decorative features. Increased attention is being given to these
spaces due to their potential therapeutic benefits (Barnes et al. 2002, 782). Outdoor
settings can provide diverse sensory stimulation (sound, color and fragrance) as well as
pleasant areas to visit with family and friends. Those with Alzheimer’s disease and/or
dementia represent a very fragile population. Providing appealing places to interact with
residents encourages involvement of family and friends in their loved one’s care, which
in turn can lead to a higher quality of life for the resident. In addition to reminiscing with
residents, family and friends can provide the daily caregivers and staff with information
regarding who the person once was. Knowing skills, talents and interests of residents
can assist staff with providing more individualized care and can therefore help the
resident to feel less lost.
Long term care facilities for the elderly have shifted from an institutional to
residential context (Regnier 1994, vii). A homelike environment helps to promote dignity,
autonomy, independence, privacy, control and choice among residents in a group setting
with health care support. Through the design, scale and configuration of buildings and
their surrounding spaces, residential assisted living facilities recognize that the feeling of
a homelike environment can be created (Regnier 1994, 5).
In the book Assisted Living Housing for the Elderly: Design Innovations from
the United States and Europe (1994), architect Victor Regnier studied 230 innovative
projects in the USA and Northern Europe. As part of this study, fourteen questions,
focusing on the role of the physical environment in supporting and enhancing assisted
living housing, were applied to each project and then summarized. Question #6 focused
on the contribution architecture makes in furthering therapeutic goals of assisted living
(Regnier 1994, 14). Two important roles were found. The first is the impact architecture
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has on the purpose and function of a space. Architecture can encourage social
exchange, facilitate accessibility and manipulate the environment through furniture,
fixtures, room layout and materials used (Regnier 1994, 24).

The second role is the

influence of symbol and association. The imagery and appearance of an environment
establishes how residents, visitors, relatives and staff perceive a setting. For example,
in an institution, residents are seen as sick and feeble while in a residential environment,
expectations regarding competency, independence and vulnerability are often different
(Regnier 1994, 24). The environment becomes a frame that establishes expectations
and beliefs (Regnier 1994, 24).
In long term care environments, architecture focuses on opposing characteristics
of support and challenge – for example creating room layouts to encourage social
interaction while also assuring privacy (Regnier 1994, 24). Residents need to
be challenged to use arm and leg muscles however the dining room should be a
comfortable walking distance. The environment needs to facilitate flexibility and choice
so residents can make decisions based on individual competency and personal need
(Regnier 1994, 24). Sensory stimulation, social engagement and opportunity for passive
observation are also important for architecture to facilitate (Regnier 1994, 25).
Research has been done that demonstrates systematic attention to
environmental factors opens an opportunity for improving Alzheimer’s symptoms
(Zeisel et al. 2003, 710). Their environment needs to be considered as one of the
primary modalities or treatments for improving Alzheimer patients’ quality of life, health
and behavior (Zeisel et al. 2003, 710). “The landscaping is not just an adornment. If
treated as the opportunity for increasing the sanity and welfare of those who can see it,
it becomes every bit as important as hallways and lighting” (Kaplan 1998, 76). Through
drug treatments, supportive environments and focused care giving there is the potential
for Alzheimer’s patients to live more satisfying lives (Zeisel et al. 2003, 710).
Sustainability
Improving health is at the heart of green building practices. In 1994 the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) identified medical waste incineration as the
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largest source of dioxin, which is considered to be the most potent human carcinogen
ever manufactured (Boehland 2005, 2). This discovery led to the creation of Health
Care Without Harm (HCWH), a nonprofit organization with more than 375 member
groups in over 40 countries. In 1998 the American Hospital Association and the
EPA entered into a memorandum of understanding in an effort to reduce waste and
identify pollution prevention opportunities. This led to the formation of Hospitals for
a Healthy Environment (H2E), which is a joint project between the American Hospital
Association, EPA, HCWH and the American Nurses Association (Boehland 2005, 2).
Interest in sustainable practices for healthcare has moved beyond operations and now
encompasses the design and construction of healthcare facilities as well. This has led
to the publication of the Green Healthcare Construction Guidance Statement by the
American Society for Healthcare Engineering (ASHE) as well as the Green Guide for
Health Care (Green Guide for Health Care 2008). While the Green Guide for Health
Care was modeled on the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) Rating System, the guide is broader in scope than LEED
(including environmental considerations in planning, design, construction, operations and
maintenance as well as how each relates to health and well-being) and does not involve
third party certification (Boehland 2005, 2).
Sustainability, as defined by the Sustainable Sites Initiative (2009b) in The Case
for Sustainable Landscapes, is “the design, construction, operations, and maintenance
practices that meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.” This definition is based on the definition of
sustainable development by the United Nations World Commission on Environment and
Development (1987) – “sustainable development is development that meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs”.
The Sustainable Sites Initiative is a partnership between the American Society of
Landscape Architects, the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center and the United States
Botanic Garden. The initiative was formed to create a set of voluntary guidelines for
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land development that are based in science and applicable across the United States.
These guidelines are modeled after the LEED Green Building Rating System of the US
Green Building Council and are to be applied on a site-by-site basis, acknowledging the
varying climates, ecosystems and current states of each site. The initiative has a rating
system that gives credits for the sustainable use of water, preservation of soils, use of
native vegetation and local materials, and design that works to improve human health
and well being. Of the categories for measuring a sustainable site, gardens designed for
Alzheimer’s patients already strive to use native vegetation, local materials and work to
improve human health and well being through their design. Well-designed Alzheimer’s
gardens are already on the path to sustainability as sustainable practices are built into
their design. If implementing sustainable practices helps the environment and natural
ecosystems, improves human health and well being, and is cost effective (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009b, 5), then the same could be said for Alzheimer’s gardens that
incorporate soil preservation and use water sustainably.
Figure 1 - Components
to sustainability (Source:

Socially
Equitable

Environmentally
Sound

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009b, 10)

Economically
Feasible

There are three main components to sustainability as illustrated in the diagram
from the Sustainable Sites Initiative above. Focusing on the environmentally sound
component, sustainable land practices preserve and enhance naturally occurring
ecosystem services. Ecosystem services are the goods and services provided by a
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healthy ecosystem (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 6). Examples of ecosystem
services are: the pollination of crops by bees, bats and birds, flood protection by
wetlands, erosion control by vegetation, and air and water filtration by vegetation and
soils (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 6). Benefits of ecosystem services include
providing food and renewable resources, the supply and regeneration of clean air and
water, and the decomposition of waste. Although ecosystem services are not generally
reflected or valued in our current economic accounting system, when disrupted, the
economic cost may not be immediate, but over time and with continued disruption,
the cost to fix an ecosystem (assuming it can be fixed) is enormous. Elements in a
functioning ecosystem are interconnected and can lead to a ripple effect if disturbed.
The Sustainable Sites Initiative is an effort to recognize the impact humans have on the
environment and to prevent disruption and the associated long-term clean-up process
and cost to rehabilitate a damaged environment.
The cost and value of a healthy environment as compared to an impaired
ecosystem is not taken into account nor fully understood (Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009b, 19). Shade trees can lead to energy savings and cleaner air. Less storm
water runoff means less water to be treated at water treatment facilities. Use of native
plants reduces the risks associated with invasives and leads to habitat and species
preservation.
Ecosystem services are goods and services of direct or indirect benefit to
humans that are produced by ecosystem processes involving the interaction of living
elements, such as vegetation and soil organisms, and non-living elements, such
as bedrock, water and air (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 27). Below is a list of
ecosystem services that a site can strive to protect or regenerate through sustainable
development and land management practices (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009, p.27).
Human Health and well being benefits – Enhancing physical, mental, and
social well being as a result of interaction with nature
Cultural benefits – Enhancing cultural, educational, aesthetic, and spiritual
experiences as a result of interaction with nature
Global climate regulation – Maintaining balance of atmospheric gases at
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historic levels, creating breathable air, and sequestering greenhouse gases
Local climate regulation – Regulating local temperature, precipitation and
humidity through shading, evapotranspiration, and windbreaks
Air and water cleansing – Removing and reducing pollutants in air and water
Water supply and regulation – Storing and providing water within watersheds
and aquifers
Erosion and sediment control – Retaining soil within an ecosystem, preventing
damage from erosion and siltation
Hazard mitigation – Reducing vulnerability to damage from flooding, storm
surge, wildfire, and drought
Pollination – Providing pollinator species for reproduction of crops or other
plants
Habitat functions – Providing refuge and reproduction habitat to plants and
animals, thereby contributing to conservation of biological and genetic diversity
and evolutionary processes
Waste decomposition and treatment – Breaking down waste and cycling
nutrients
Food and renewable non-food products – Producing food, fuel, energy,
medicine, or other products for human use
Any development disturbs an ecosystem but with thoughtful planning and
intent, created landscapes can be modeled after healthy ecosystems and can lead to
maintained or increased levels of ecosystem services after development (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009b, 6). For example water can be managed to imitate the natural
water cycling process, vegetation can be used to cool an area and aid in water filtration,
and soils can be restored to provide healthy vegetation and filter pollutants from water
as it is absorbed into the ground. Additionally economic benefits can accrue from
implementing sustainable practices (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 6). The use of
bioswales and rain gardens recharge groundwater and lead to the reduction of storm
water runoff. Reduction of storm water runoff saves money in capital costs developers
spend in dealing with excess storm water. Rainfall is not waste. Excess storm water
runoff is often treated as waste and can lead to CSO (combined sewer outflow)
overflows resulting in raw sewage being dumped into fresh water.
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The guiding principles of a sustainable site focus on supporting and protecting
existing ecosystems, as well as regenerating ecological capacity where it has been
lost, through the life cycle of the site (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 8). Following
are the guiding principles of a sustainable site as stated in The Case for Sustainable
Landscapes (2009b, 9).
Do no harm – Make no changes to the site that will degrade the surrounding
environment. Promote projects on sites where pervious disturbance or
development presents an opportunity to regenerate ecosystem services through
sustainable design.
Support a living process – Continuously re-evaluate assumptions and values
and adapt to demographic and environmental change.
Precautionary principle – Be cautious in making decisions that could create
risk to human and environmental health. Some actions can cause irreversible
damage. Examine a full range of alternatives – including no action – and be
open to contributions from all affected parties.
Use a systems thinking approach – Understand and value the relationship
in an ecosystem and use an approach that reflects and sustains ecosystem
services: re-establish the integral and essential relationship between natural
processes and human activity.
Use a collaborative and ethical approach – Encourage direct and open
communication among colleagues, clients, manufacturers, and users to link
long-term sustainability with ethical responsibility.
Design with nature and culture – Create and implement designs that are
responsive to economic, environmental, and cultural conditions with respect to
the local, regional, and global context.
Maintain integrity in leadership and research – Implement transparent and
participatory leadership, develop research with technical rigor, and communicate
new findings in a clear, consistent, and timely manner.
Use a decision making hierarchy of preservation, conservation, and
regeneration – Maximize and mimic the benefits of ecosystem services
by preserving existing environmental features, conserving resources in a
sustainable manner, and regenerating lost or damaged ecosystem services.
Foster environmental stewardship - In all aspects of land development and
management, foster an ethic of environmental stewardship – an understanding
that responsible management of healthy ecosystems improves the quality of life
for present and future generations.
Provide regenerative systems as intergenerational equity – Provide future
generations with a sustainable environment supported by regenerative systems
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and endowed with regenerative resources.
For an environmentally sustainable site to be truly sustainable its creation and
maintenance needs to be economically feasible and the site should engage users in
multiple ways including physically, aesthetically, culturally and spiritually (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009b, 9). Healthy ecosystems provide intangible but real benefits that
humans receive from a relationship with nature (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b,
18). Access to nature encourages physical activity which can lead to weight loss and
overall health improvement (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 18). A sustainable
design approach would include bike paths and walkways that limit encounters and
risks associated with motor vehicles (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 19). Parks,
greenspaces and trees affect our everyday moods, activities and emotional health
(Wolf, 1998). Whether we actively participate by planting a tree or passively enjoy a
stroll through a city green people experience benefits from green space that effect how
we feel and function (Wolf, 1998). Everyday nature can help to calm us and to cope
with our busy lives. As previously stated in the stress reduction section of elements of
an Alzheimer’s garden, long periods of directed attention can result in attention fatigue
that leads to anxiety, irritability and an inability to concentrate (Kaplan 1998, 17). Brief
encounters with nature can help with mental fatigue recovery and improves ones ability
to concentrate and function (Kaplan 1998, 18).
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Figure 2 - The waste hierarchy (Source: Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 18)
Part of sustainable design extends into site construction and the installation of
the design. Sustainability related technologies and best practices are being used more
and more in construction projects primarily because of government regulations and
recognition of the benefits of sustainable practices in the private sector (Pearce 2010,
116). These benefits include reduced impact to the natural environment, increased
efficiency of resource use, and enhancement of social, health or economic benefits to
facility users (Pearce 2010, 116).
Sustainable site design for an Alzheimer’s garden is broken down into the
following five sections: human health, site selection, water, vegetation and soils, and
materials. A description of, as well as elements relating to, each of these sections is
discussed as follows.
Human Health
Part of creating a sustainable site is to acknowledge the value of the human
relationship with nature in the design. A study conducted by Roger Ulrich (1984, 421)
demonstrated that patients in hospital rooms with views of nature and trees had shorter
postoperative hospital stays and took fewer pain medications than those with views of
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a built structure. Therefore, views of and access to nature can help to promote healing
and recovery. Additionally access to nature encourages physical activity (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009b, 19). A community designed with bike networks and walking paths
that link schools, parks and residential neighborhoods encourages physical activity and
socialization among neighbors.
As indicated on the Sustainable Sites Initiative web page (accessed October 11,
2013) sustainable practices relating to human health include making a site user-friendly,
focusing on natural views, educating site users and keeping culture and history alive,
and providing space for mental restoration, social interaction and physical activity. A
user-friendly site is more likely to be used because it is easily accessible and safe.
The entire site is visible making it easy for users to orient themselves and there are
signs of human care and maintenance. Placing building windows and seating areas in
front of large trees and water features while screening out visual or noisy distractions
can enhance the restorative benefits of natural views. Educational, interpretive and
interactive elements on a site can help to highlight sustainable components and
practices used on the site. Understanding environmentally responsible behavior can
translate to off site situations. Reflecting the culture or history of a site in its design will
engage site users to reveal local knowledge, cultural legacies and community needs.
A site that includes windbreaks, shading, appropriate lighting and movable furniture is
more comfortable for its users. Site features such as game tables, dining areas and art
will likely increase use and draw people into using the space.
A sustainable site promotes equitable site development by ensuring that the
project provides economic or social benefits to the local community during construction
of the site (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 142). Site development that addresses
the impacts on local residents can promote the long-term economic stability of local
families and businesses (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 142). As well as equitable
site development, a sustainable site promotes equitable site use and ensures that the
project provides economic or social benefits to the local community (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 144).
A sustainable site impacts human health by promoting sustainability awareness
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and education (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 146). Part of a sustainable design
is to interpret on-site features in a way to promote understanding of sustainability that
positively influences user behavior on site and beyond (Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009a, 146). By observing first hand the physical design elements that contribute to
sustainability, users and visitors can help spread sustainability practices to other sites as
well as their own homes. Education and awareness leads to understanding and support
of resources and their value. Adding educational and interpretive elements (maps,
models, brochures or signage) to the design of sites helps to draw attention to and
explain sustainable features or processes of the site design, construction, operations
and/or maintenance and can help users understand how sustainability can be applied to
off-site situations (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 146).
Part of sustainability includes protecting and maintaining unique cultural and
historical places (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 149). By protecting and maintaining
cultural and historical locations, attributes and artifacts, a site’s sense of place and
meaning is enhanced (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 149) and carried forward into
the future. Enhancing the human experience and attachment to the land can result in a
stronger sense of stewardship in caring for the site (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
149).
A sustainable site will provide for optimum site accessibility, safety and
wayfinding (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 152). By increasing the ability to
understand and safely access an outdoor space, visitors are more likely to use and enjoy
the site (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 152). More use of a site leads to greater
opportunities for physical activity, recreation, mental restoration, social interaction and
stewardship of the land (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 152).
Sustainable sites provide opportunities for outdoor physical activity, which can
lead to improved human health (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 156). Additionally
visual and physical connections to the outdoors can help optimize the mental
health benefits of site users (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 161). A sustainable
site provides views of vegetation and quiet outdoor spaces for mental restoration
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 161). Additionally a sustainable site provides
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outdoor spaces for social interaction (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 165). Outdoor
gathering spaces of various sizes and orientations accommodate groups of different
sizes for the purpose of building community and improving social ties (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 165). Social ties are important for individual health and for the healthy
functioning of communities as well (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 165).
Another element of sustainability in relation to human health is to reduce light
pollution on site (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 168). Reducing light pollution on
site reduces sky-glow, increases nighttime visibility and minimizes negative effects on
nocturnal environments (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 168). Exterior lighting should
only be used to light areas as required for safety and comfort (Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009a, 168).
Below is a table summarizing the ten elements of an Alzheimer’s garden that
were already established and discussed in the elements of an Alzheimer’s garden
design section and the credit(s) they relate to in section 6 of the Sustainable Sites
Initiative: Guidelines and Performance Benchmarks 2009.
Alzheimer’s Garden Design Element

Wayfinding and Orientation
Access and Views

Spatial Definition and Legibility
Security and Safety
Sensory Stimulation

Sustainable Sites Initiative: Guidelines
and Performance Benchmarks 2009
Section 6 – Site Design – Human Health
and Well-Being
Credit 6.5 – Provide for optimum site
accessibility, safety and wayfinding
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 152)
Credit 6.5 – Provide for optimum site
accessibility, safety and wayfinding
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 152)
Credit 6.7 – Provide views of vegetation and
quiet outdoor spaces for mental restoration
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 161)
Credit 6.2 – Provide equitable site use
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 144)
Credit 6.5 – Provide for optimum site
accessibility, safety and wayfinding
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 152)
Credit 6.7 – Provide views of vegetation and
quiet outdoor spaces for mental restoration
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 161)
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Physical Activity
Memory and Personalization
Stress Reduction
Social Interaction
Other Physical Needs

Credit 6.6 – Provide opportunities for
outdoor physical activity (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 156)
Credit 6.4 – Protect and maintain unique
cultural and historical places (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 149)
Credit 6.7 – Provide views of vegetation and
quiet outdoor spaces for mental restoration
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 161)
Credit 6.8 – Provide outdoor spaces for
social interaction (Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009a, 165)
Credit 6.2 – Provide equitable site use
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 144)
Credit 6.9 - Reduce light pollution
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 168)

Table 2 - Alzheimer’s garden design elements as they relate to section 6 of the
Sustainable Sites Initiative: Guidelines and Performance Benchmarks 2009.

Site Selection
Site selection consists of selecting locations to develop that will preserve
existing resources and repair damaged systems (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
12). Development should be limited where soils are designated as prime farmland,
unique farmland, and farmland of statewide importance in order to conserve for future
generations the most productive farmland in the United States (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 15).
Selected sites should protect floodplain functions and development limited within
the 100-year floodplain for waterways of all sizes (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 19).
Wetlands need to be preserved as well and development avoided in areas that contain
wetlands (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 22). Additionally, areas that contain habitat
for plant and animal species identified on state or federal threatened or endangered lists
or on the International Union for Conservation of Nature Red List of Threatened Species
as endangered or critically endangered should not be developed (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 24).
By focusing development on previously developed sites, brownfields or
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greyfields, undeveloped land is preserved and habitat and natural resources are
protected (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 26). A brownfield is an abandoned
or underused industrial or commercial site where redevelopment is complicated by
real or perceived environmental contamination (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
27). A greyfield is a site that has been previously developed or graded (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 27). Existing infrastructure can be used on sites with previous
development and reduces the need to consume new resources. Development of
brownfields, greyfields and previously developed areas provides the opportunity to
rehabilitate contaminated sites and restore ecological services that have been lost or
damaged.
Selecting sites within existing communities reduces pollution and development
impacts, supports local economies and can improve human health (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 28). In addition to reducing the need for new infrastructure,
development within existing communities can help restore and sustain urban living
patterns by creating a more stable and interactive community. Projects located within a
walkable distance of existing shops and services help existing communities by bringing
in new life and business.
Sites should be selected that encourage non-motorized transportation and
the use of public transit (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 30). Development that is
accessible by pedestrians and bicyclists improves human health by encouraging the
public to walk or bike to needed goods and services. Continuous sidewalks, trails,
bike lanes, bike racks and storage all encourage and enable people to be active.
Development near public transit encourages more people to use this service and
reduces pollution by reducing the number of cars on the road.
Water
One of the main elements in creating a sustainable site is to value water and
treat it as a resource. A sustainable approach is to minimize or eliminate the need for
potable water to irrigate established plants (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 14).
Established native plants will thrive on the amount of water provided by rainfall and
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not require an irrigation system. Potable water (municipally treated water or well water
that is suitable for drinking), natural surface water and groundwater withdrawals for
landscape irrigation should be reduced by 50% or more from established baselines after
plant establishment (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 49). Using efficient irrigation
systems and selecting plants and vegetation appropriate for the site and climate, as
well as capturing and using rainwater, can reduce water waste and conserve sources of
potable water (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 49).
A sustainable site should protect and restore riparian, wetland and shoreline
buffers (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 57). Preservation and enhancement
of riparian, wetland and shoreline buffers improves flood control and water quality,
stabilizes soils and helps to control erosion, and provides wildlife corridors and
habitat (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 57). Additionally a sustainable site should
rehabilitate lost streams, wetlands and shorelines (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
60). Ecosystem functions and values of any streams, wetlands, or shorelines that have
been artificially modified should be rehabilitated using stable geomorphological and
vegetative methods (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 60). In addition to improved
water quality, benefits to areas with rehabilitated waterways include educational and
recreational opportunities and the potential to help revitalize neighborhoods.
Sustainable storm water management includes capturing rainwater on site and
using it as drinking water, to feed new plants, recharge groundwater, and in ornamental
water features (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 14). The hydrologic condition
(infiltration, runoff and evapotranspiration) of the site should be replicated based on
historic, natural and undeveloped ecosystems in the region (Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009a, 63). Capturing and reusing runoff on site can help reduce the amount of potable
water consumed on a site. Retaining water on site also decreases the amount of water
discharged to storm water management systems.
On site water resources and receiving water (groundwater, creeks, streams,
rivers, lakes or other water bodies that receive treated or untreated wastewater or storm
water) quality need to be protected and enhanced by a sustainable design (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 78). The generation, mobilization and transport of common storm
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water pollutants to receiving waters (including surface water, groundwater and combined
sewers or stormwater systems) should be prevented or minimized (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 78). Strategies to reduce the volume of storm water runoff include
reducing impervious cover, providing depression storage in the landscape and the use of
swales to convey storm water and promote infiltration.
A sustainable site designs rainwater/storm water features to provide a landscape
amenity (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 82). Water is a key element in landscapes
that provide opportunities for restorative experiences and rainwater/storm water features
should therefore be integrated in a visually and physically accessible and aesthetically
pleasing way (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 82). Not only can this promote a
healing environment but also leads site users to a stronger connection with water and
the local climate. Water features should also be maintained to conserve water and other
resources by using minimal or no make-up water from potable sources (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 85).
Vegetation and Soils
Vegetative cover aids in storm water management, filtration and groundwater
recharge. Vegetative cover should be preserved to maintain soil structure, contribute to
soil organic matter and to help prevent erosion (erosion leads to sediment runoff which
is a major cause of polluted rivers and streams) (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b,
17). Organic carbon is stored in soils and when soils are disturbed significant amounts
of carbon dioxide can be emitted along with methane and nitrous oxide (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009b, 17). These emissions lead to an increase in greenhouse gases.
A sustainable approach is to preserve and restore plant biomass to the site including
native plants and mature trees (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 17).
A consequence of current construction techniques is soil compaction, the
reduction of space between soil particles thereby reducing air and water in soils. Soil
compaction can lead to damaged vegetation, reduced infiltration, excess storm water
runoff and flooding, and water pollution. Storm water runoff from developed sites can
contain excessive nutrients, oil, grease, heavy metals, E. coli, hepatitis A and PBT’s
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(persistent bioaccumulative toxic chemicals) (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b, 15).
Sustainable site design includes the development and communication to construction
contractors a soil management plan (smp) prior to construction to limit disturbance,
assist soil restoration efforts and define the location and boundaries of all vegetation
and soil protection zones (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 92). Healthy soils can help
reduce site maintenance costs by providing improved ecosystem services and reduced
use of resources (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 92). Limiting disturbance of healthy
soils will protect soil horizons and maintain soil structure, existing hydrology, organic
matter and nutrients stored in soils (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 95). Healthy soils
effectively cycle nutrients, store carbon as organic matter, minimize runoff and maximize
water holding capacity, absorb excess nutrients, sediments and pollutants, and provide
a healthy rooting environment and habitat to a wide range of organisms (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 95). Protecting soil horizons reduces the need for soil restoration
and surface drainage improvements and can therefore save money (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 95). Limiting the amount of grading on site can also reduce costs by
reducing the need for construction machinery and limiting the transport of imported soils
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 95).
A sustainable site controls and manages known invasive plants found on the site
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 88). The development and implementation of an
active management plan for the control and management of known invasive plants found
on site will limit damage to local ecosystem services (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
88). Invasive species compete with and harm local plant and animal communities. A
sustainable site uses plants that are non-invasive and appropriate for site conditions,
climate and design intent to improve landscape performance and reduce resource use
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 90). Plants adapted to site conditions, climate and
design intent need fewer resources and less maintenance (Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009a, 90).
Part of being sustainable with regard to vegetation includes identifying and
preserving all vegetation designated as special status by local, state or federal entities
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 99). Mature trees and plants can be significant
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community resources because of their cultural, aesthetic or historic relevance
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 99). Special status plants are designated as
important by local, state or federal entities for size, species, age, rare or special
collections, ecological and environmental value, unique genetic resource, aesthetics,
location or other unique characteristics (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 100).
Regionally appropriate vegetative biomass should be maintained or established
to support the ecosystem service benefits provided by vegetation on site (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 101). Economic and social benefits associated with appropriate
amounts of vegetative biomass include pollutant interception, water absorption,
greenhouse gas regulation and microclimate regulation (Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009a, 101). These benefits are tied to plant processes including photosynthesis,
respiration, evapotranspiration and mineral uptake from the air and ground and are
dependent on the amount of green matter on site (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
101).
Sustainability includes the use of native plants or plant appropriate vegetation
that is native to the ecoregion of the site (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 109).
Benefits of native plants include providing habitat for native wildlife, including
pollinator species that are necessary for plant reproduction and the cultivation of crops
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 109). Additionally plant communities’ native to the
ecoregion should be preserved and restored (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 111,
114). This helps contribute to the regional diversity of flora and provides habitat for
native wildlife (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 111).
As per the Urban Watershed Forestry Manual the benefits of trees at
development sites include economic, community and environmental benefits (USDA
Forest Service 2006, 2). By placing vegetation in strategic locations around buildings,
building heating requirements and energy consumption can be reduced (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 116). Vegetation can be used as windbreaks and can insulate a
building by reducing wind velocity and air movement into a building (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 116). As well as reducing building heating costs, vegetation can be
used to minimize building cooling requirements (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
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118). Strategically placed vegetation can reduce energy consumption of buildings
and costs associated with indoor climate control (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
118). Vegetation provides cooling benefits through shading and evapotranspiration
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 118). Vegetation and reflective material can be used
to reduce urban heat island effects and minimize effects on microclimate and on human
and wildlife habitat (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 120). Also the risk of catastrophic
wildfires can be reduced by designing, building and maintaining sites to manage fuels
to reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire both on site and in adjacent landscapes
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 122).
Materials
Another sustainable approach to landscape development is to conserve material
resources and limit yard and construction waste (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009b,
17). A sustainable design builds upon the assessment of a site’s built and non-built
features and incorporates existing site materials as much as possible (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009b, 17). Creating a place for composting vegetation trimmings on site not
only provides nourishment to the soil but also reduces the amount of waste that needs
to be transported off site. Thoughtful material selection for the design can reduce the
energy needed in production and transportation of materials used (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009b, 18). Use of local materials supports the local economy and reduces
transportation costs as well as the amount of pollutants emitted into the environment
by delivery equipment. A material resource available within a two-hour drive of the site
uses far less energy to deliver than a resource that is a two-day drive away. Ideally with
sustainable practices, reuse and recycling would take place at each stage along the site
development plan and zero additionally waste would end up in landfills (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009, 18).
Part of the sustainable use of materials includes eliminating the use of wood
from threatened tree species by only purchasing wood products extracted from nonthreatened tree species to minimize negative effects on other ecosystems (Sustainable
Sites Initiative 2009a, 124). Over time the interactions and feedback mechanisms of
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natural ecosystems have developed to result in relative stability and resistance to pests
and diseases (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 124).
Another sustainable materials approach is to maintain existing structures,
hardscape and landscape amenities (retaining walls and benches) in their existing form
to extend the life cycle of existing building stock, conserve resources and reduce waste
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 125). This approach avoids the costs associated
with disposing of existing materials at a landfill and using existing materials as resources
reduces the cost of purchasing new materials (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 125).
Reusing existing landscape structures can create a sense of place and connect site
users to historical or cultural legacies (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 125).
Part of sustainability is to design for deconstruction and disassembly
(Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 126). This includes designing to facilitate reuse and
avoid sending useful materials to the landfill (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 126).
Additionally sites may generate revenues in the future for the sale of materials salvaged
from reusable or recyclable products on site (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 126).
Reuse of salvaged materials and appropriate plants helps to conserve resources
and avoids sending useful materials to the landfill (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a,
128). This reduces costs for site development by eliminating or minimizing the need for
newly purchased materials (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 128). Use of materials
with recycled content reduces the use of virgin materials (Sustainable Sites Initiative
2009a, 130). Sustainably harvested wood provides a stable source of lumber, minimizes
negative effects on ecosystems, and benefits local economies (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 132). Purchasing and using certified lumber encourages exemplary
forest management that is environmentally and socially responsible (Sustainable Sites
Initiative 2009a, 132).
Use of regional materials reduces the energy needed for transportation,
increases demand for materials, plants and soils that are extracted, manufactured or
grown within the region, supports the use of local resources, and promotes a regional
identity (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 133). The use of local materials not only
supports local businesses and feeds money into the region; it also cuts back on the
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amount of fossil fuels needed for transport (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 133).
Sustainable materials include the use of adhesives, sealants, paints and coatings
with reduced VOC (volatile organic compounds) emissions to reduce harmful health
effects associated with air pollution (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 135). VOC’s
contribute to the formation of ground-level ozone, which is a component of smog,
and limiting VOC’s on site can make the site more accessible to users with chemical
sensitivities (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 135). Sustainable practices in materials
manufacturing can be supported by purchasing materials from manufacturers whose
practices increase energy efficiency, reduce resource consumption and waste, and
minimize negative effects on human health (Sustainable Sites Initiative 2009a, 138).
The following illustrations summarize the qualities that lead to a degraded site
and the qualities that lead to a sustainable site.
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Figure 3 - Degradation (Sustainable Sites Initiative
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Literature Review Conclusion
As previously stated Alzheimer’s gardens are already on the path to sustainability. By focusing future design on combining the elements of Alzheimer’s gardens
(wayfinding and orientation, access and views, spatial definition and legibility, security
and safety, other physical needs, sensory stimulation, physical activity, memory and
personalization, stress reduction, and social interaction) with the elements of sustainability (human health, site selection, water, vegetation and soils, and materials) outdoor
spaces at long term care facilities for those living with Alzheimer’s disease will be well
used areas by residents, loved ones and caregivers. Alzheimer’s gardens will become
part of the standard of care expected at long term care facilities.
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CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDIES
The following two gardens were visited for the purpose of doing case studies on
them. These two sites were chosen because they are gardens designed specifically for
Alzheimer’s patients at long-term care facilities. Additionally they are located in New
England near Western Massachusetts Hospital where the garden for this project is to be
installed and therefore have a similar climate and context. In addition to visiting the sites
and talking with staff (Wendy Murakami at Ruth’s House and Jeff Fournier at the Caleb
Hitchcock Health Center), a list of questions was sent to the designer of each garden
in order to gain more information and insight into the design. At this time, responses
from David Kamp, the designer of Caleb Hitchcock Health Center Gardens, have been
received. The full list of questions can be seen in appendix A.
Jewish Geriatric Services
Project Name: Garden Level in Ruth’s House
Location: 770 Converse Street, Longmeadow, MA
Landscape Architect: Peter Wells – Berkshire Design Group
Client/Developer: Jewish Geriatric Services Inc.
Consultants/Architects: Victor Regnier
Site Visit: March 2010
The Garden Level
is a separate neighborhood
located within Ruth’s House,
an assisted living residence at
Jewish Geriatric Services Inc.
(JGS) located at 770 Converse
Street in Longmeadow, MA.
Longmeadow is a suburban
community located just south
of Springfield, MA and east of

Figure 5 - A satellite view of Jewish Geriatric Services
in Longmeadow, MA.
(Source: http://maps.google.com - accessed 3/28/10)
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I-91. Jewish Geriatric Services Inc. is a not-for-profit healthcare resource located on a
21-acre campus. Services provided by this facility include assisted living, subsidized
independent living, hospice, adult day health, skilled nursing and short-term rehabilitation
care and specialized Alzheimer’s care.
The Garden Level is a secure neighborhood (including access to an outdoor
garden) designed to meet the needs of residents with early-to-midstage Alzheimer’s
disease and related memory impairments. Ruth’s House, the building and the garden,
were built at the same time approximately fourteen years ago. The Garden Level was
designed specifically for people with Alzheimer’s disease and related dementia.
Figure 6 - Satellite
view of Ruth’s House,
a part of Jewish
Geriatric Services in
Longmeadow, MA.

(Source:
http://maps.google.com accessed 3/28/10)

The main entrance to Ruth’s House is located on the 1st floor on the front side
of the building while the garden (as seen in the picture above) is located behind Ruth’s
House on the basement level. In addition to having resident’s private rooms facing the
garden, each level has multiple common rooms that look out onto the garden as well.
The garden can only be accessed from the garden level that is a secure floor (an access
code is required to enter this level).
The garden at Ruth’s House was designed by the Berkshire Design Group
(located in Northampton, MA) in collaboration with architect Victor Regnier and members
of JGS. The goal of the design was to create a safe and inviting outdoor environment
for residents with early to midstage Alzheimer’s disease. Key programmatic elements
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include a variety of plants, shrubs and trees, security, a loop walk and multiple spaces
for sitting and resting. The garden is approximately 10,500 square feet and is enclosed
on three sides by the building and a black metal fence on the fourth. There is a gate in
the metal fence allowing access for maintenance and emergencies; however the gate
is locked and requires a key for admittance. Additionally, in front of the fence, trees and
bushes have been planted in order to obscure the view of the fence (see Figure 9a) and
to lessen the feeling of being locked in.
Figure 7 - Satellite view of
the garden at Ruth’s House
(Source: http://maps.google.
com - accessed 3/28/10).

Raised planter beds are a garden
element that enables those in wheelchairs

Garden
Entrance

or those who can no longer easily bend

	
  

over to continue to enjoy gardening and
growing fresh vegetables, herbs and
flowers (see Figure 9b). A basket of
gardening tools and a watering can are

Figure 8 - View of the entrance to the
garden from Ruth’s House.

left out in the atrium for easy access
during the gardening season. While an

excellent idea to have raised planters in a garden for Alzheimer’s patients, their location
off the path, requiring those inclined to use the planter beds to venture onto uneven
ground, may actually be a deterrent to their use and are difficult to access for those in
a wheelchair. In speaking with staff members of the residence, it was noted that the
majority of the residents who use the garden tend to stay on the path.
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Figures 9a & 9b - Shrubs and trees
obscure the view of the fence, while
seating has been placed along the path
that draws the eye of one walking through
the garden. The gate, while visible, has
been placed on the far side of the garden.
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The garden is laid out in a circular form with walking paths approximately 4 feet
wide and made of asphalt. Asphalt does not produce the glare a lighter material would
and therefore is less harsh on the eyes of older adults. The paths are on grade with
the building and are smooth which aids in the mobility of people who have problems
with balance and are not steady on their feet or who now use walkers and canes. The
layout of the paths is in a circular form enabling residents to walk in a loop while still
having choices as to which direction to go in. However, at the far end of the garden the
path leads to a small porch area next to the building that is essentially a dead end with
nowhere to go except to back track. Those with Alzheimer’s disease may find this dead
end to be disorienting and frustrating if they were trying to get back into the building.
Along with eliminating dead ends, making the garden entrance more distinctive and
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recognizable as a landmark would enable residents to clearly recognize the entrance/
exit to the garden. People are more likely to explore a space if they are sure that they
will be able to find their way back inside without any problem.

Figure 10 - An overview of the garden from the central deck on the second level of the
building.
Benches are placed along the path to encourage sitting outside and socializing
or just enjoying nature. Frequent opportunities to sit are important in a garden for older
adults as they may tire easily and be less likely to use a space that does not have places
to come to rest. Additionally the benches become destinations to walk to rather than
just wandering through the garden. Overall the garden is legible with distinctive paths,
nodes, landmarks, edges, furnishings and plantings. However an improvement would
be to have more places in the garden to gather. Additionally a suggestion from staff was
for a covered meditation area in the garden. While some residents like to sunbathe, the
openness of the garden area means it gets very hot in the summer. A quiet, covered
area surrounded by plants and flowers would be a welcome spot for both residents and
staff to regenerate their minds and spirits.
Another major element of the garden is the centrally located water feature. The
water feature (Figures 11a and 11b) was not an original part of the garden design but
added on a few years later with money received through a donation. At its highest point,
the water feature is about 4 feet high and at least 12 feet in diameter. There is a statue
on one side with a plaque commemorating the person under whose name the donation
was made. The water feature is the focal point of the garden and there are different
views on each side inviting users of the garden to explore and discover the mystery of
what lies on the other side. Observations from the staff indicate the water feature has a
calming effect on residents. The additional maintenance required by the water feature is
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the necessity of its being opened up in the spring and shut down in the fall. The group
that designed and built this feature does this service.

	
   11a	
  

	
   11b	
  

Figures 11a & 11b - The central island/water feature is highlighted and made more
interesting with a variety of shrubs, stone, larger rocks and a charming statue.
Another observation from the staff was that although the garden is used,

residents tend not to go outside unless accompanied or prompted by a staff person.
While the garden is seen from many places within the facility there is only one door that
provides access into the garden. There is seating throughout the garden, including
benches donated by the families of current and former residents, however more seating
might encourage more use. Resident’s of Ruth’s House, other than those living on the
garden level, are welcome to use the garden as well. However, being a secure area it
is necessary to seek assistance in order to have the locked doors opened for them. In
the summer there are a few parties for the entire house that are held in the garden area.
While those who reside upstairs do attend these events, they are less likely to use the
garden on a regular basis as there is a stigma attached to the garden level as it is known
as the Alzheimer’s or dementia unit.
While the garden provides opportunities for nature fascination and tranquility,
there are also multisensory cues that can help draw people into the garden and give
those with Alzheimer’s the best chance to understand their environment. In addition to
being visible from multiple windows throughout the residence, there are many plants
of different varieties to stimulate the senses with their varying colors, shapes, textures
and scents. In the summer months when the raised beds are planted there are also
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Figure 12 - An overview of the water feature from the second floor deck.
fruits and vegetables to taste. The shrubs and trees attract birds and the sound of water
flowing through the water feature can be a soothing source of quiet fascination.
The building and garden were designed and constructed at the same time
generating a strong inside/outside connection. Walking through the building and garden
feels like one cohesive space. Many of the apartments on the unit have windows that
either face into the garden directly or into the porch like area between the screened in

Figure 13 - A view along a garden path between the water feature and statue.
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porch (atrium) and the core inside of the building. The porch like corridors along with the
screened in area serve as a transition space from the indoors to the outdoors. These
spaces also enable those who may not want to venture outside to still enjoy the garden
and some fresh air.
In addition to the suggestions already mentioned, some ideas on how to
encourage more use of the garden would be to allow for personalization from the
residents. By adding plants or elements to the garden as requested by residents or their
loved ones gives a sense of personalization to the
garden along with ownership. By seeing familiar
items in the garden, residents will be more likely
to use and enjoy the space as well as assist with
its upkeep. Another suggestion for improvement
made by the nurse who works on the unit was
that the garden be made larger. For residents
who still like to walk, they require more area to get
exercise. Additionally and if possible and weather Figure 14 - The porch like hallway
between resident’s rooms and the
permitting, the doors leading into the porch areas screened in porch. The hallway is
a transitional space and provides
and the garden should be left unlocked and even
multiple season enjoyment.
opened, to encourage residents to go outside.
Although the garden is clearly
visible from the inside (including the
common rooms and lunch room)
residents with dementia may have
difficulty finding their way outside,
especially if impediments exist.

Figure 15 - The screened in porch is large enough
for community gatherings and provides residents a
place to enjoy the outdoors without going outside.
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Duncaster Lifecare Community - Bloomfield, CT
Project Name: Caleb Hitchcock Health Center Gardens
Location: 40 Loeffler Road, Bloomfield, CT.
Date Designed: Project started April 2002
Date Construction Completed: Project occupancy May 2004
Cost: Initial Budget - $700,000
Final Cost - $700,000
Client/Developer: Duncaster Retirement Community
Landscape Architect: Dirtworks, PC
Principal in Charge – David Kamp FASLA, LF
Project Manager – Lara Normand
Architects: Ewing Cole
Consultants: Elizabeth Brawely, interior designer
In House Members of the Design Team: Therapists, Maintenance/Facility Operations
Personnel, Administration, and Development Office Staff
Site Visit: March 2010

Figure 16 - A satellite view of Duncaster Retirement Community in Bloomfield, CT.
(Source: http://maps.google.com - accessed 3/28/10)

Duncaster – A Lifecare Retirement Community, founded in 1984, is located at
40 Loeffler Road in Bloomfield CT, about 10 miles northwest of Hartford CT. Duncaster
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Retirement Community offers three distinct levels of services: independent living,
assisted living and skilled nursing care (www.duncaster.org, accessed 7/2/12). Skilled
nursing care along with memory care is provided at the Caleb Hitchcock Health Center
(CHHC) located on part of Duncaster’s 87-acre campus. While Duncaster includes
190 independent residences, CHHC is a 72-bed community including long-term and
short-term nursing care, rehabilitation, skilled and assisted living memory care (www.
duncaster.org, accessed 7/2/12). Caleb Hitchcock Memory Care for Skilled Nursing
was organized and planned in conjunction with the Hartford Alzheimer’s Resource
Center. CHHC was designed to provide both indoor and outdoor secure spaces to allow
residents to stroll around freely and thereby help to maintain residents’ sense of selfesteem.
The gardens and building
for CHHC were developed
and built at the same time
(approximately 2004). Centrally
located inside the building is a
two-story atrium park to provide
residents with access to nature
throughout the year. Landscape
Architects at Dirtworks, PC
worked with Duncaster and
Architects at Ewing Cole to
develop the three outside

Figure 17 - Satellite view of Caleb Hitchcock Health
Center, a part of Duncaster Retirement Community in
Bloomfield, CT.
(Source: http://maps.google.com - accessed 3/28/10)

gardens, focusing on the needs of residents with Alzheimer’s disease (www.dirtworks.
us, accessed 4/4/2011). The overall concept for the gardens was to draw upon existing
natural surroundings and enhance the familiar Connecticut landscape (www.dirtworks.
us, accessed 4/4/2011). Native plantings were used to flow around and between the
wings of the building and blend in with the surrounding meadows and woodlands. The
project objective developed by Dirtworks PC states that nature has inherent therapeutic
qualities and is an effective ally to address the sense of struggle, isolation and
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vulnerability experienced in times of illness and crisis (Kamp 2012). Contact with nature
helps those under care and their caregivers by providing a restful retreat (Kamp 2012).
The goal of the project was to create a supportive setting that fosters a sense of wellbeing, empowerment and dignity while being a comprehensive therapeutic environment
that is innovative, attractive and responsive to the needs of users (Kamp 2012).
Engaging the landscape can help address these unique and sometimes conflicting
demands while also reflecting the identity of the facility and its mission of care (Kamp
2012).
The design process included a series of interactive meetings between the
design team and key staff for design and program development that ultimately included
a variety of elements, features and activities that are linked to the Center’s physical
and occupational therapy programs (Kamp 2012). Minor maintenance activities (flower
deadheading, hand watering, raising and lowering the flag, leaf raking, sweeping the
terrace, etc.) were seen as opportunities for physical activity for the residents and were
identified and incorporated into therapy programs for staff direction (Kamp 2012).
The main garden is approximately 7,200 square feet in size and is rectilinear in
form. It is large enough to house community wide gatherings and events, but contains
intimate seating areas and spaces for smaller groups or individuals. Staff of CHHC
noted that the main garden is the most well used of the three garden spaces. Reasons
include that the main garden, and its entrance, is adjacent to the public spaces and is
the most centrally located of the three
gardens. Larger group activities and
activities programmed by the staff
generally take place in this garden.
The main entrance to the garden
is located just off the atrium, with a
covered porch like area leading out to
the garden providing a transitional area
from the indoors to the outdoors (see
Figure 18).

Figure 18 - The main entrance to the main
garden is under the porch.
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On two sides the building
encloses the garden. The third edge
consists of a three-foot stonewall, a
slope of land with grass, trees and
a black fence at the top. At the far
end of the garden is the continuation
of the black fence and a gate (for
emergency and maintenance access
only and is therefore locked at all
other times) (see Figure 22). The
black fence provides enclosure
and security while blending into
the landscape. One suggestion for
improvement to the garden would
be to make the fence (especially
the portion of the fence located on

Figure 19 - A satellite view of the Caleb Hitchcock
Health Center focusing on the main garden.
(Source: http://maps.google.com - accessed 3/28/10)

the same level as residents using
the garden) about two feet taller. A taller fence
would lessen the inclination of those with advanced
stages of dementia to try and climb over the fence.
Near the far end of the garden and to the left of
the pergola (see Figure 19) and gate, is another
gathering area under a porch like structure (see
Figure 21). Also at this location is an entrance
to the residential building wing that encloses the
space.
The main garden contains variable height
raised bed planters (see Figure 24) for those in
wheel chairs and to make it easier for residents
who can no longer easily bend over to still enjoy
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Figure 20 - The atrium at Caleb
Hitchcock Health Center.

Figure 21 - The porch and entrance at the
far side of the main garden.

Figure 22 - The gate at the far end of
the main garden.

Figure 23 - The main garden looking toward the main entrance and atrium. The main
garden looking toward the main entrance and atrium.
gardening. Additionally there is a planting table to the far right of the entrance to the
garden (see Figure 25). Tables with solid chairs (providing those needing help standing
up a solid support to lean on) are located under the pergola to the right of the entrance
to the garden. There are more chairs and tables with umbrellas to the left of the garden
entrance. Two pathways leading to the far end of the garden, and another pergola and
seating/gathering area, form a loop for strolling within the garden. The pathway closest
to the stonewall has benches for sitting and resting. The garden is primarily flat with
grassy lawn areas, low shrubs for easily viewing the entire garden, and birdhouses and
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Figure 24 - A view of the garden including the
raised bed planters and looping walkway.
Figure 25 - The planting table and
pergola near the garden entrance
and stonewall.

feeders for attracting birds.
Gardens #2 and #3 are located off
the residential wings of the building and
were created to serve as an extension of the
residences. Both gardens are approximately
8,500 square feet in size and are similar
in that they open onto a patio with seating,
planters and a low brick wall around the patio
helping to form an enclosed homelike area
(see Figure 27). From the patio extends
an asphalt pathway in biomorphic form
that loops around the garden. The building

Figure 26 - A satellite view of gardens 2
& 3 at CHHC.

encloses two sides of each garden while
the third more open side (enclosed with a
fence) takes advantage of views of the grassy
areas and woodlands beyond the gardens
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(Source: http://maps.google.com - accessed
3/28/10)

giving each space a feeling of extent. The paths and patios are flat, however the land
inside and around the loop has been built up and planted with a variety of grasses,
low growing plants and shrubs with varying textures, colors and scents to help form a
sense of enclosure within the garden while adding a variety of elements to stimulate the
senses. To add to the diversity there are birdfeeders and birdhouses placed throughout
the gardens. Upon residents request, staff have planted specific flowers and bulbs in
the gardens and outside residents windows (windows extend from floor to ceiling) to add
to residents’ enjoyment of their surroundings and to make their residences feel more
personalized and like home. Both of these gardens provide space for social interactions
among the residents, their guests and staff in an intimate setting that could remind
one of home. Additionally residents enjoying these gardens will feel the benefits of
stress reduction as encounters with everyday nature can calm anxieties. Even though
the gardens are completely enclosed and secure, there is still a feeling of extent and
Figures 27 - 32 - Views within and around gardens 2 & 3 at CHHC.
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compatibility within the space that can help one enjoy the quiet fascination of watching
birds at the bird feeder or simply enjoy the seasonal color changes of the plants and
flowers in the garden.

	
   31	
  

	
   32	
  

The layout of all three gardens is a simple path system that loops through the
gardens. The entire garden is visible from all points along the paths and therefore

makes way finding and orientation fairly easy and straightforward. The benches along
the paths as well as the various plantings and amenities (e.g. bird houses and feeders)
provide landmarks in the garden to help encourage walking to a destination rather than
just wandering in the spaces. The individual rooms, residences and public spaces have
ample windows looking out into the gardens to encourage use of these spaces and a
connection with nature.
The spatial definition and legibility of the garden spaces encourages residents
to use and explore within the gardens. Paths are clearly defined, as are edges to the
garden. Gathering places are located near the entrances and benches have been
placed along the paths for more quiet reflection and respite. Landmarks, furnishings
and plantings have been placed throughout the gardens to encourage movement and
ease of maneuverability throughout the spaces. While the main garden has a large
transitional area, the two residential gardens could use a larger overhang in their porch
areas to create more shade and transitional space from the inside to the outside area.
While trees have been planted and pergolas with vines installed, more shaded areas are
needed in the gardens as the plants take time to grow and establish themselves. More
shaded areas would encourage more use of the spaces in the hot summer months.
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Case Studies Conclusion
The gardens at Ruth’s House as well as the three gardens at the Caleb
Hitchcock Health Center are well-designed spaces for residents with Alzheimer’s
disease. One noted deficiency is that none of the garden pathways had curbs to help
prevent wheel chairs from going off the path and getting stuck. While the gardens are
sustainable from a human health perspective – provide optimum site accessibility, safety
and way finding, as well as opportunities for physical activity, a visual and physical
connection to the outdoors, spaces for social interaction as well as mental restoration
– more deliberate decisions during the design and installation phases could have led to
their being environmentally sustainable as well. While native plantings were used at the
Caleb Hitchcock Health Center gardens, the use of local and regional materials would
have added to the sustainability of the gardens. Additionally a clear plan to manage
storm water sustainably and to protect and enhance on site water resources would have
improved the environmental sustainability of the gardens.
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CHAPTER 5
SITE ANALYSIS
Location
Western Massachusetts Hospital is located at 91 East Mountain Road in
Westfield, Massachusetts. The hospital is set in a hillside in a suburban area between
Westfield and Springfield Massachusetts and is surrounded by woods and farmland
to the east and west, facility buildings to the north and a department of youth services
facility to the south.

Figure 33 - A map of Massachusetts with the star indicating the location of Western
Massachusetts Hospital.
(Source: http://maps.google.com – accessed 3/10/10)

Figure 34 – Western
Massachusetts Hospital

(Source: http://maps.google.
com – accessed 3/10/10)
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Figure 35 & 36 – Western Massachusetts Hospital is south of I-90, and between
Westfield and Springfield, MA.
(Source: http://maps.google.com – accessed 3/10/10)
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Figures 37 & 38 – The green
shaded area above indicates land
owned by Western Massachusetts
Hospital (approximately 200 acres)
and to the left is an overhead view
of the area where the garden is to
be installed at Western
Masssachusetts Hospital.

	
  

(Source: http://maps.google.com –
accessed 3/10/10)
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Western Massachusetts Hospital History
Western Massachusetts Hospital
opened its doors in 1910 as a treatment
sanatorium for tuberculosis. Located on
approximately 200-acres of land, much of the
land was used for farming when the hospital
was self-sustaining and today, most of the
agricultural land is leased out to local farmers
(Shepard, 2009). The main building for the

Figure 39 - Westfield State Sanitorium
and garden - 1914

hospital (where the garden is to be installed)
was built in 1937 and has just undergone a

two year renovation to upgrade systems and make the hospital compliant with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (Shepard, 2009). The hospital and its staff have adapted
and changed through the years to best serve the needs of the community by providing
quality care to those in need. As the need decreases, services are closed and new
services begin with the changing needs of the community (Shepard, 2009).

	
  
Figure 40 - Ariel view of Westfield State
Sanatorium - 1950’s
Yellow arrow indicates where the garden is
to be installed.

	
  
Figure 41 - Ariel view of Western
Massachusetts Hospital – 1970’s
Yellow arrow indicates where the garden is
to be installed.

Hospital Timeline
1910: Westfield State Sanatorium opened as a treatment sanatorium for tuberculosis
1960: Cancer division was expanded to include physician training
1962: Name was changed to Western Massachusetts Hospital
1970s: Eye clinic opens
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1971: Rehabilitation unit for speech, physical-occupation services opens
1973: Pediatric unit for handicapped infants and children is added
1980: Specialty care services for head injury victims is launched
1981: Palliative care and hospice program opens
1985: Outpatient dental clinic for homeless patients is opened
1989: Services for Alzheimer’s patients is added
From 1976 through 2006 the hospital was the site for Kamp for Kids, a summer day
camp for disabled youth. (Shepard, 2009)
Today the hospital focuses on providing specialty care for patients with chronic
diseases, terminal illnesses, Alzheimer’s disease and neurological disorders as well as
a ventilator care program for vent dependent patients. The hospital has survived budget
cuts and the threat of closure, but with the support of the community and the patients
and families served, the hospital continues to grow and evolve.

Figure 42 - Current photo of Western Massachusetts Hospital where the garden is to be
installed.
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Summary of Patient Types

Western Massachusetts Hospital

Number of Patients

Current
Available
Beds

Actual
2007

Actual*
2008

Actual*
2009

Respite/ End of Life/ Chronic

17.0

13.6

12.1

13.6

10.2

13.4

Neurological

22.0

21.9

21.9

21.9

21.9

21.4

Medical/ Chronic/ Respiratory

17.0

14.1

10.7

13.1

18.2

13.7

NORTH 3
Behavioral Alzheimer’s/
Dementia

-

11.7

9.6

8.2

10.8

11.6

14.0

10.8

9.8

10.3

6.5

10.3

HOSPITAL INPATIENT TOTAL

70.0

72.1

64.1

67.0

67.5

70.4

INPATIENT/Unit

NORTH 2
Behavioral Alzheimer’s/
Dementia

Est*
2010

Est*
2011

* Census reduction due to 9C cuts and hospital wide 3 year project to install oxygen, sprinklers
and improve accessibility

Table 3 - Summary of patients by unit (Rainville, 2010)

Western Massachusetts Hospital

Number of Patients

OUTPATIENT
Dental Clinic - # of Patients

Actual
2007
2,324

Actual*
2008

Actual*
2009

2,547

1,412

* Reduced due to 9C and inability to hire replacement dentist

Table 4 - Summary of dental patients by year (Rainville, 2010)
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Est*
2010
1,500

Est*
2011
1,500

Patient Types: (Rainville 2010)
Respite/ End of Life/ Chronic
Provides short-term stays to terminally ill patients (requiring pain and symptom
management), patients with chronic illnesses or other medical conditions, as well as
respite care to patients who are receiving care at home, and patients waiting discharge
to a lower cost setting.
Neurological
Specialty care program which offers care to patients with chronic progressive and/or
remitting neurological diseases such as multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease.
Medical/ Chronic/ Respiratory
Serves patients who have chronic illnesses and complex medical conditions with
acute exacerbation. Examples include patients who are ventilator dependent or in
need of pulmonary strengthening, cardiovascular and pulmonary disease, diabetes,
complications of strokes, comas of various causes, gastric-intestinal conditions, various
infections and complicated seizure disorders.
NORTH 2
Behavioral - Alzheimer’s/Dementia
Specialty care program designed and staffed to provide a supportive and therapeutic
approach to cognitively impaired patients who exhibit significant behavior patterns
or disturbances and who are in need of the safety of a secured environment. Closed
FY2010 due to 9C cuts and construction. (In the state of Massachusetts when projected
revenues are less than projected expenses, the governor must act to ensure the budget
is brought back into balance. This law is found in section 9C of chapter 29 of the
Massachusetts general law (Massachusetts Budget and Policy Center. 2008).)
NORTH 3
Behavioral - Alzheimer’s/Dementia
Specialty care program designed and staffed to provide a supportive and therapeutic
approach to cognitively impaired patients who exhibit significant behavior patterns or
disturbances and who are in need of the safety of a secured environment.
Dental Clinic Patients
Provides dental services to uninsured, underinsured, county corrections residents, DYS
residents (department of youth services), and homeless patients.
Site Summary
In addition to the multiple patient types served by the hospital, staff and visitors
will use the outdoor space as well. Alzheimer’s and cognitively impaired patients require
a space that is safe and secure. An area that is enclosed by walls or a fence that allows
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patients to walk around freely in the space without the potential to wander away is
necessary to help Alzheimer’s residents feel safe and independent at the same time.
The garden area at Western Massachusetts Hospital is to be located between
the building and the parking lot. Therefore, while the Alzheimer’s garden needs to
be enclosed, the rest of the garden should be open, allowing staff, visitors and noncognitively impaired patients to move freely from the building and garden to the parking
lot and walking trail. Ventilator dependent patients require electrical outlets in the
garden area to allow them to use the space. Electrical outlets should be placed in both
the enclosed Alzheimer’s garden as well as the more open garden spaces to ensure
ventilator dependent patients can use both spaces.
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Figure 43 – Model view of the site looking North.
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Figure 44 - Plan view of the site.
Orange dashed line indicates where the garden is to be installed.

Figure 45 - Section running West to East
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Figure 46 - Section running South to North
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Figure 47 and 48 - Perspective views of Western Massachusetts Hospital where the
garden is to be installed.
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Figure 49 – Current plan view for the future garden area. The area for the future garden
(outlined in orange) is approximately 30,400 square feet or 0.70 acres.
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Figure 50 - Vehicular Circulation – Primary parking for employees of the hospital
is south and east of the hospital. There is an exit to the north that is used by service
vehicles and less often by employees. The yellow shaded area is primarily for pickups
and drop offs, handicapped parking and limited visitor parking. This area leads to the
main entrance to the building. There is additional visitor parking in the lot just north of
the building. A bus for residents that goes to local shopping centers, picks up and drops
off next to the pavillion. There is a covered walkway from the elevator at the back of the
building to the pavillion that provides shelter from inclement weather and also enables
those patients who cannot be in direct sunlight to go outdoors.
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Figure 51 - Pedestrian Circulation – Primary circulation routes into and around the
building are indicated above with green dashed lines. The paved pathway to the east
loops through the woods, down to the stream and back up to the northern exit road.
The path was built when the Kamp for Kids was run in this area and just north of the
hospital building. The pathway is steep (reaching a 14% slope) and not recommended
for patients, but is an ideal setting for employees as a place of respite, rejuvenation and
exercise during a break from the day.
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Figure 52 – ADA Accessibility – As per the American with Disabilities Act, accessible
routes have running slopes no greater than 1:20 (5%) and cross slopes not to exceed
1:50 (2%) (Department of Justice 1994, 19). Running slopes greater than 1:20 (5%)
are considered ramps and should not exceed a slope of 1:12 (8.33%) (Department of
Justice 1994, 27). Ramps with a rise greater than 6 inches or a horizontal projection
greater than 72 inches need to have handrails on both sides (Department of Justice
1994, 29). The minimum width of an accessible route is 36 inches except at doors and if
an accessible route has less than 60 inches of clear width, then passing spaces at least
60 inches by 60 inches should be located at reasonable intervals not to exceed 200 feet
(Department of Justice 1994, 16). The area above shaded in purple is ADA accessible.
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Figure 53 - Sun and Shade for June 30th – The primary garden area faces eastward
(and slightly toward the south) and will receive direct morning sun that diminishes in the
afternoon depending on the distance from the building. The yellow areas above indicate
spaces that will only receive morning sun (the least amount of direct sunlight) and areas
further away from the building (the current parking area) receive direct sun through most
of the daylight hours. The south side of the building recieves strong afternoon sun and
less morning sun.
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Figure 54 - Wind – The building is four stories high in the area where the garden is to
be installed and blocks prevailing winds from the north and south. Northeasterly winds
should not pose a threat to garden users as they typically occur in the colder winter
months when the garden would not be used as frequently.
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Figure 55 - Storm Water – The dark blue arrows indicate above ground storm water
flow while the lighter blue arrows represent pipes underground that are used to channel
water away from the building. The site is graded so the majority of storm water flows
above ground from the parking area to a grassy lawn area to the south or the wooded
area to the east. The area to the east changes elevation quickly until a stream is
reached (the stream ultimately flows into the West River). Water that is channelled in
pipes underground daylights on the steep slope to the east and flows into the stream.
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Figure 56 - Existing Plants – The majority of the area where the garden is to be built
is covered in asphalt, concrete or grass. The wooded area to the East of the parking
lot consists primarily of oak, maple, hemlock and pine. Part of being a sustainable
site would be monitoring invasive species in this area and removing them as needed.
There are a few existing plants to the north and west of the pavillion. The plants that
are healthy and strong are primarily those to the north of the pavillion and could be
transplanted into the new garden as long as they can be incorporated into the the new
design and it is economically feasible to keep them as they are all fairly common and
easily replaced. However the yew, rhododendron and mountain laurel are poisonous if
ingested and should not be transplanted to the Alzheimer’s garden. The purpleleaf sand
cherry tree should be used in the new design as it was dedicated to a former employee
of the hospital. The hawthorn which is approximartely 20 to 25 feet tall should either
be kept as is in the new design if it makes sense to the overall concept of the design or
removed as it is too large to be economically prudent to try and move.
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Figure 57 – Views – The existing views to the south (of the green lawn and mountains)
and east (trees) should be highlighted by the design as much as possible. A constraint
of the site is that in order to see the trees and mountains one must look over and past
the parking lot. The building is four stories tall where the garden is to be installed.
By extending the garden space into what is currently the parking area will lesson the
feeling of enclosure as created by the building. While the pavillion is in good shape and
sustainably it would make sense to keep it, the structure should be kept in the design
only if it makes sense to the new concept and flow of the garden. If the pavillion is to be
removed in the new design, reusing any of its existing materials should be looked into
prior to demolition.
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Figure 58 - Summary Site Analysis

Site Opportunities and Constraints
While essential circulation exists on the site, there is the opportunity to create
a more defined and aesthetically pleasing pedestrian path to connect the front of the
building with the garden to be installed and the existing nature walk through the woods
behind the building. A constraint of the site exists with the pedestrian vehicular conflict
where pedestrians have to cross the parking lot/service road in order to reach the
nature walk. Vehicular circulation does not need to be looped throughout the parking
area especially considering service vehicles would not need to turn around in the
space but can enter at either the north or south entrance, drive straight through and
exit at the opposite entrance. This provides the opportunity to create a more compact
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parking area, lessen the amount of asphalt covered ground and enable the garden to be
installed behind the building to extend out into what is now the parking area. Reducing
the amount of impervious surface on site increase the amount of potential storm water
infiltration on site and is a step towards sustainability.
The area where the garden is to be installed is well protected from
seasonal winds by the positioning of the building. Additionally, this area receives a
good amount of sunlight throughout the year, except for the areas noted in yellow on the
sun/shade analysis map. A constraint of the site is that too much sunlight, especially
in summer, can lead to solar heat gain. In order to enjoy an outdoor space throughout
the year, people will need a variety of open and shaded areas. Plantings throughout
the garden will need to take into account the varying amount of light received based on
their location. The south side of the building receives at least eight plus hours of direct
sunlight throughout the year and currently there are no plantings to take advantage of
this location or to shelter this side of the building from the sun.
The view of the woods to the east, and mountains and valley to the southeast
are an opportunity to be taken advantage of in the design of the garden. However a
constraint of the sight is that in order to see these views, one must look past the parking
lot. Views of nature are not only aesthetically pleasing, but can provide therapeutic
benefits to those confined inside due to medical illness.
Rather than channeling storm water underground and to the stream (which
would then enable pollutants to easily reach the West River), there is the opportunity to
incorporate rain gardens and detention ponds in the garden and parking area in order
to keep storm water onsite and thereby enable excess water to be absorbed into the
ground.
Overall the site offers many opportunities to create an aesthetic and sustainable
garden, including the enthusiasm of employees, residents and families of the hospital.
As this is a state run facility however, one of the key constraints will be raising enough
money to implement the design.
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CHAPTER 6
FINAL DESIGN
Program Elements
The following are garden elements and features requested by members of the
Western Massachusetts Hospital community (staff, residents and family):
•

Serenity

•

Plants with growth and life

•

Electrical outlets for ventilator dependent residents

•

Shade – some patients cannot tolerate direct sunlight

•

Water feature

•

Create a space for patients to enjoy what most take for granted:

•

o

Fresh air

o

Plants

o

Wildlife

o

Places to sit

Provide sensory stimulation
o

Sight

o

Sound

o

Touch

o

Taste

o

Smell

•

Plants tagged with names and information

•

Seasonal interest

•

Comfortable seating and seating alternatives

•

Flow – freedom to move around and open to the parking lot

•

Storage – for garden tools and items used in programmed activities

•

Infection control – primarily no stagnant water

•

Circular or biomorphic layout

Based on discussions with Western Massachusetts Hospital staff, residents and
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family, and insights drawn from the literature review and case studies the following
programmatic elements for the garden were derived:
•

Universal accessibility including wide paths enabling two way pedestrian traffic 		
with wheelchairs

•

Areas for groups and for solitude

•

Water feature

•

Safety – Primary pathways are to be made of tinted, brushed concrete for added
traction and to help prevent glare. The plants in the Alzheimer’s garden are all 		
nonpoisonous.

•

Stable and movable chairs, benches and tables to allow customization of the
space and provide additional support for residents when standing up or sitting
down.

•

Security – The Alzheimer’s garden needs to be a secure area to prevent
Alzheimer patients from leaving the garden and getting lost. An enclosed garden
also provides a sense of safety and will allow patients independence in exploring
the space.

•

Areas for residents to garden including raised planters on wheels that will enable
indoor and outdoor use as well as being movable to activity centers.

•

Shade – Shade in the garden will be provided by trees and built structures
including the building, porch, pergola, and pavilion with a roof garden on top and
a covered walkway with a roof garden on top leading from the building to the
resident’s bus stop.

•

Views
o

Shield view of the parking lot

o

Views from the rooms above

o

Maintain open view to the south east

•

Storage for gardening tools and items for programmatic activities

•

Power outlets for ventilators

•

Plants – Plants including framework plantings and evolving gardens. The variety
of plants used will bloom in different seasons to provide year-round interest.
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Once established the plants chosen for the garden should require little to no
watering as most are native to the area or are suitable to the climate.
Western Massachusetts Hospital Garden Design: Part I - Overall Design
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Figure 59 – Overall Design
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Figure 59a – Alzheimer’s Garden Detail
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Figure 59b – Garden Detail Part I
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Figure 59c – Garden Detail Part II

Site Selection
The design for the garden area at Western Massachusetts Hospital is on a
previously developed site. The design updates the patches of grass, concrete walkways
and patio, pavilion, and pavement on the southern and eastern sides of the hospital.
The design provides areas for increased infiltration of storm water and habitat for small
animals, birds and insects. The design also encourages movement throughout the
site with a more extensive and defined walkway system (see Figure 60) that connects
to the paved path through the woods to the east of the hospital. The design simplifies
vehicular circulation (see Figure 61) throughout the site and reduces the number of
parking spaces in this area of the site from 152 to 118. While this is a reduction of 34
spaces, 152 is excessive as the required number of parking spaces for a hospital with 70
inpatient beds is 35 (Harris 1998, 210-24). The design enables the use of local materials
and contractors in order to support local economies and be sustainable.
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Figure 60 – Pedestirian Circulation
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Figure 61 – Vehicular Circulation
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Water
Water in the design is valued and treated as a resource. Whenever possible,
vegetation used in the design was native to the northeast, which reduces the need for
irrigation once the plants have been established. The overall design seeks to keep
storm water on site as much as possible or have it sheet off to the grassy areas to the
south and east of the site (see Figures 62 and 63). The original impervious surface
area of the site was 65,754 square feet (including parking to the south and east of the
building). By using pervious pavement in the newly designed parking area (39,371
square feet) the design reduces the amount of impervious surface area to only 10,584
square feet. This will greatly increase the amount of storm water that will be able to
infiltrate the ground on site and reduce storm water runoff from the site and associated
pollution. Additionally slight depressions have been graded into the garden for capturing
and retaining storm water. A rain barrel in the Alzheimer’s garden collects runoff from
the porch and a hand pump allows gardeners to fill watering cans to water plants in the
garden, especially vegetables and flowers being grown in the raised container garden.
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Figure 62 – Storm Water Flow
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Figure 63 – Overall Site Elevations and Grading
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Figure 63a – Site Elevations and Grading
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Figure 63b – Site Elevations and Grading
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Figure 63c – Site Elevations and Grading
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Vegetation and Soils
The amount of vegetative cover on the site originally was minimal. The
design greatly increases the amount of vegetative cover (see Figure 64), which will
not only improve the aesthetics of the site but also increase the amount of filtration
and groundwater recharge. As soil compaction can lead to damaged vegetation and
reduced infiltration, a soil management plan should be developed and communicated to
contractors prior to construction.
In addition to using noninvasive plants in the design, plants were chosen for
design intent (size, color, bloom color, texture), being native to the northeast, and
specifically for the Alzheimer’s garden the plants had to be nontoxic. As the original site
did not have many healthy and unique plants, only two of the plants from the original site
were used in the design. The purple leaf sandcherry was used as it had been dedicated
to a former employee and the lilac bush was also used as part of the design. Many of
the plants chosen attract birds, butterflies and other insects (see Table 5), which will add
to the biodiversity of the site.
Red maples are placed between the southern side of the building and the parking
lot. This will help reduce the amount of wind and sun hitting the building from the south.
Beech trees are placed to the south of the parking lot. Only three Beech trees were
used so as to not obstruct views to the south. The use of the large, slow growing trees
speaks to the longevity of the Hospital as part of the community and could be dedicated
to the 100-year anniversary of the Hospital.
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Figure 64 – Overall Planting Plan
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Figure 64a – Detailed Planting Plan
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Figure 64b – Detailed Planting Plan
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Figure 64c – Detailed Planting Plan
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Plant List - Western Massachusetts Hospital Garden

Ferns

Botanical Name
Adiantum pedatum

Commmon Name
Maidenhair Fern

Count Summer Color
Fall Color
14
Bright to Deep Blue Green N/A

Flower Color
N/A

Flower Season
N/A

Height
Height at
10 - 15 yrs
Maturity
12 - 18 in 12 - 18 in

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

Count Summer Color

Fall Color

Flower Color

Flower Season

Height
10 - 15 yrs

BD
CP

Buchloe dactyloides
Carex pensylvanica

Buffalo Grass
Sedge

Gray-Green
Green

N/A
N/A

PV 'DB'

Panicum virgatum 'Dallas Blues'

Grass -- Switch Grass

6

PV 'S'
Grass - Turf

Panicum virgatum 'Shenandoah'

Grass -- Switch Grass

29

Silver Green
Green Foliage in Early
Summer

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Pastel Mauve with a
Late Summer
Purple Cast

Silver Green
Dark Red in July and
Burgandy in September Red

Key
AP

Grasses

30

Count Summer Color
Glossy, Thick, Bright to
Dark Green leaves

Light

NonPoisonous
X

Native to
Northeast

NonPoisonous

6 in
9 in

full sun
full sun to shade

X
X

X
X

6-8 ft

6-8 ft

full sun to partial shade

X

X

Summer

4 ft

4 ft

full sun to partial shade

X

X

Flower Color

Flower Season

Height
10 - 15 yrs

Native to
Northeast

NonPoisonous

Early Summer

6 - 12 in

6 - 12 in

full to partial sun

X

X

April - May

6 - 12 in

6 - 12 in

shade to partial sun

X

X

July - August

18-24 in

18-24 in

full sun

X

X

18 in

18 in

full sun

X

X

18 - 24 in

18 - 24 in

full sun to partial shade

X

X

Height at
Maturity

Key

Botanical Name

AU

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 'Massachusetts' Bearberry

AC

Asarum canadense

Wild Ginger

Deep Green

Evergreen

AT

Asclepias tuberosa

Butterﬂy Milkweed

Foliage is Rich Green

N/A

White to pale pink
Deep maroon
typically hidden by
leaves
Orange, Red and
Yellow

AN

Aster novae-angliae 'Purple Dome'

New England Aster

Green

N/A

Purple

CM

Chrysopsis mariana

Maryland Goldenaster

Green

N/A

Bright Yellow

September October
Late Summer into
Early Fall

CC

Cornus canadensis

Bunchberry

Dark Green

Greenish White

May - June

3 - 9 in

3 - 9 in

shade to sun

X

X

GP

Gaultheria procumbens

Teaberry, Wintergreen or
Checkerberry

Bright Green

Red and Purple
Evergreen turning
Reddish in Fall and
Winter

May - September

6 in

6 in

full sun to shade

X

X

GM

Geranium maculatum 'Espresso'

Wild Geranium or Cranesbill

Dark Bronze

N/A

14 - 18 in

X

Bluets
Dwarf Crested Iris

Green
Green

Evergreen
N/A

3 - 6 in
3 - 6 in

3 - 6 in
3 - 6 in

full sun to partial shade
full sun, partial sun to
shade
partial shade

X

Hedyotis caerulea
Iris cristata

Spring
Mid Spring through
Early Summer
Spring

14 - 18 in

HC
IC

Pinkish white
Pink fading to
White
Blue, White and
Yellow
Blue

X
X

X

MR

Mitchella repens

Partridgeberry

Dark Green

Evergreen

White

Late May

2 in

2 in

partial shade to shade

X

X

MD

Monarda didyma 'Fireball'

Beebalm or Oswego Tea

Green

N/A

Red

July - August

16 in

16 in

X

X

PT
PD

Pachysandra terminalis 'Green Sheen'
Phlox divaricata 'Blue Moon'

Spurge, Japanese
Phlox, Woodland

Shiny Green Leaves
Green

Evergreen
N/A

Early Spring
Spring

12 in
8-12 in

12 in
8-12 in

PM

Phlox maculata

Wild Sweet William

Dark Green and Glossy

N/A

Summer

24 - 30 in

24 - 30 in

full sun to partial sun

X

X

PS 'RW'

Moss-Pink Phlox

2 - 6 in

2 - 6 in

full sun

X

X

N/A
N/A

Blue
Golden Yellow

April - May
Late Spring - Early
Summer
Mid Summer

12-24 in
24 - 36 in

12-24 in
24 - 36 in

full sun to partial shade
full sun to partial shade

X

X
X

WF

Waldsteinia fragarioides

Barren Strawberry

Bright Green
Green Leaves with White
Margins Tinged with Pink
Green
Light Green in Spring
becoming Dark Green and
Glossy

N/A

PR
RH

Phlox subulata 'Red Wings'
Polemonium reptans 'Stairway to
Heaven'
Rudbeckia hirta

White
Dark Violet Blue
Bright Pink to
Lavender
Crimson Flowers
with Dark Red
Centers

full sun to partial shade
shade, partial shade or full
sun
partial shade to shade

N/A

Yellow

April - May

3 - 6 in

3 - 6 in

full sun to shade

X

X

Key
CR

Botanical Name
Centhranthus ruber 'Coccineus'

Commmon Name
Red Valerian

Fall Color
N/A

Flower Color
Red

Height
Height at
Flower Season
10 - 15 yrs
Maturity
Late Spring to Midsummer
2-3 ft
2-3 ft

full sun

Native to
Northeast

NonPoisonous
X

EP

Eupatorium purpureum 'Baby Joe'

Joe Pye Weed

N/A

Lavender

Late Summer

full sun to partial shade

X

X

Jacob's Ladder
Black-Eyed Susan

Fall Color
Bronze to Reddish in
Fall and Winter

Height at
Maturity

Native to
Northeast
X

6 in
9 in

Groundcover
Commmon Name

Light
partial shade to shade

Plants
Count Summer Color
3
Gray-Green
6

Dark Green
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18 - 30 in

18 - 30 in

Light

Light

X
X
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LS

Liatris spicata 'Alba'
Rudbeckia fulgida var. sullivantii
'Goldsturm'
Veronica spicata 'Goodness Grows'

Blazingstar or Gayfeather
Eastern Coneﬂower, Black-eyed
Susan
Speedwell

Green

N/A

White

Summer

36-60 in

36-60 in

full sun to partial shade

X

X

Green
Olive-Green

N/A
N/A

Yellow
Blue

July until frost
Mid-May until frost

2 - 3 ft
12 -15 in

2 - 3 ft
12 -15 in

full sun to partial shade
full sun to partial shade

X

X

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

Fall Color

Flower Color

Flower Season

Height
10 - 15 yrs

Native to
Northeast

NonPoisonous

IG

Ilex glabra 'Densa'

Inkberry

34

Glossy, Dark Green

Evergreen

Creamy White

May - June

4 ft

6 - 8 ft

full sun to partial shade

X

X

KJ

Kerria japonica 'Golden Guinea'

Kerria, Japanese

11

Bright Green

Bright Green Stems all
year

Yellow

5 ft

5 ft

shade to partial shade

6

Dark Green

N/A

Yellow

2 ft

4 ft

full sun

X

X

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

23

Dark Green

N/A

Pink

3 ft

4 ft

full sun

X

X

Potentilla fruticosa 'Tangerine'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

7

Dark Green

N/A

Orange

Late April and Early
May
Late Spring until
frost
Late Spring until
frost
Late Spring until
frost

PF 'G'

Potentilla fruticosa 'Goldﬁnger'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

PF 'PB'

Potentilla fruticosa 'Pink Beauty'

PF 'T'

3 ft

4 ft

full sun

X

X

PC

Prunus x cistena

Purpleleaf Sand Cherry

2

Rich Purple

Rich Purple

Pale Pink to White

Late April and Early
May

8 ft

8 ft

RC
SV
TO

Rhododendron catawbiense 'Boursault'
Syringa vulgaris
Thuja occidentalis 'Techny'

Catawba Rhododendron
Lilac
Arborvitae, Mission

23
1
3

Deep Green
Dark Green
Green

Evergreen
N/A
Evergreen

Lavender
White
N/A

Spring
Spring
N/A

8 ft
8 ft
12 ft

12 ft
20 ft
20 ft

full sun, shade or partial
shade
full sun
partial shade to full sun

VC

Vaccinium corymbosum 'Jersey'

Highbush Blueberry

Dark Green sometimes
with a Blue cast

Yellow, Bronze, Orange
or Red

White

May

6 ft

12 ft

full sun to partial shade

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

Fall Color

Flower Color

Flower Season

Height
10 - 15 yrs

AG

Acer griseum

Paperbark Maple

2

Rich Green

Bright Coral Red

None

None

12 ft

25 ft

full sun to partial shade

AR
AF

Acer rubrum October Glory®
Acer X Freemanii Autumn Blaze®

Red Maple
Maple 'Jeffersred'

7
1

Medium Green and Glossy
Green

Yellow to Brilliant Red
Red and Orange

Red
None

March into April
None

20 ft
20 ft

40 ft
50 ft

full sun
full sun to partial shade

X
X

X
X

AL

Shadbush, Allegheny

1

Green

Red and Orange

White

Early Spring

20 ft

35 ft

full sun to partial shade

X

X

AG 'AB'

Amelanchier laevis
Amelanchier x grandiﬂora Autumn
Brilliance®

Serviceberry, Shadbush

1

Red and Orange

12 ft

20 ft

full sun to partial shade

X

X

Cercis canadensis

Eastern Redbud

1

Early Spring

15 ft

20 ft

full sun to partial shade

X

X

CF

Cornus ﬂorida

Flowering Dogwood

2

Green

Yellow
Luminous Pink, ScarletRed

White
Reddish Purple in
bud, opening to
Rosy Pink

Spring

CC

Bluish Green
Dark Green Foliage
emerges Red-Purple in
Spring

FG

Fagus grandifolia

American Beech

3

Glossy, Dark Green

PS 'K'

Prunus serrulata 'Kwanzan'

Japanese Flowering Cherry

1

SP

Stewartia pseudocamelia var. koreana

Stewartia, Japanese

2

RF
VS

3
30
30

Shrubs
Count Summer Color

5

Trees
Count Summer Color

Height at
Maturity

Light

X

full sun

Height at
Maturity

Light

X
X

X
X

X

X

Native to
Northeast

NonPoisonous
X

Spring

15 ft

25 ft

full sun to partial shade

X

X

Golden Bronze

White
ﬂowers are
inconspicuous

April to early May

12 ft

50 - 70 ft

full sun to shade

X

X

Reddish Green

Bronze Red and Yellow

Pink

May

20 ft

30 ft

full sun

X

Dark Green

Reddish Purple

White

June - July

20 ft

30 ft

partial shade to full sun

X

References:
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Ferns

Key
AP

Botanical Name
Adiantum pedatum

Commmon Name
Maidenhair Fern

Notes
fronds emerge in early spring like pink

Reference
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013), (Leopold 2005, 40) and

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

Reference

BD
CP

Buchloe dactyloides
Carex pensylvanica

Buffalo Grass
Sedge

Notes
ﬁne-textured, can be mowed or left to
grow without maintenance, drought
tolerant

PV 'DB'

Panicum virgatum 'Dallas Blues'

Grass -- Switch Grass

winter interest

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PV 'S'
Grass - Turf

Panicum virgatum 'Shenandoah'

Grass -- Switch Grass

winter interest

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Commmon Name

Notes
bright red fruit (to 1/3 inch in diameter)
matures in late summer and persists
heart shaped leaves up to 7 inches in
diameter and parallel to the ground,
ﬂowers not showy

Reference
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013), (Leopold 2005, 153) and (Dirr
1998, 105)

Grasses

(Leopold 2005, 63)
(Leopold 2005, 65)

Groundcover
Key

Botanical Name

AU

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 'Massachusetts' Bearberry

AC

Asarum canadense

Wild Ginger

AT

Asclepias tuberosa

Butterﬂy Milkweed

AN

Aster novae-angliae 'Purple Dome'

New England Aster

CM

Chrysopsis mariana

Maryland Goldenaster

CC

Cornus canadensis

Bunchberry

GP

Gaultheria procumbens

Teaberry, Wintergreen or
Checkerberry

GM

Geranium maculatum 'Espresso'

Wild Geranium or Cranesbill

(Leopold 2005, 99) and (www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

HC
IC

Hedyotis caerulea
Iris cristata

Bluets
Dwarf Crested Iris

(Leopold 2005, 100) and (www.sunnygardens.com 2013)
(Leopold 2005, 105) and (www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

MR

Mitchella repens

Partridgeberry

MD

Monarda didyma 'Fireball'

Beebalm or Oswego Tea

dark green leaves with prominent white
veins, fragrant ﬂowers, red berries lasting
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
from late summer through winter
attracts butterﬂies and hummingbirds,
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
aromatic foliage

PT
PD

Pachysandra terminalis 'Green Sheen'
Phlox divaricata 'Blue Moon'

Spurge, Japanese
Phlox, Woodland

broadleaf evergreen, ﬂowering
tolerates spring sun

PM

Phlox maculata

Wild Sweet William

(Leopold 2005, 117)

PS 'RW'

Moss-Pink Phlox

(Leopold 2005, 118) and (www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PR
RH

Phlox subulata 'Red Wings'
Polemonium reptans 'Stairway to
Heaven'
Rudbeckia hirta

Jacob's Ladder
Black-Eyed Susan

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
(Leopold 2005, 123)

WF

Waldsteinia fragarioides

Barren Strawberry

highly drought tolerant once established

(Leopold 2005, 142) and (www.missouribotanicalgarden.org 2013)

Key
CR

Botanical Name
Centhranthus ruber 'Coccineus'

Commmon Name
Red Valerian

Notes
fragrant, can be used for cut ﬂowers

Reference
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

EP

Eupatorium purpureum 'Baby Joe'

Joe Pye Weed

(Leopold 2005, 78) and (www.missouribotanicalgarden.org 2013)

attracts butterﬂies, fragrant
(Leopold 2005, 79) and (www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
an important nectar source for insects
from late summer into autumn and many
butterﬂy larvae eat the foliage
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and (Leopold 2005, 81)
does best in dry, sandy soil
fruit is scarlet, 1/4 inch in diameter and
persists through fall
leaves have a wintergreen taste when
chewed, fruit is round, bright red, 1/3
inch wide and fragrant when crushed

(Leopold 2005, 88) and (www.northcreeknurseries.com 2013)
(Leopold 2005, 161) and (www.westonnureries.com 2013)
(Leopold 2005, 167) and (www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Plants

attracts butterﬂies, seed heads can be
left for winter interest

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
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Liatris spicata 'Alba'
Rudbeckia fulgida var. sullivantii
'Goldsturm'
Veronica spicata 'Goodness Grows'

Blazingstar or Gayfeather
Eastern Coneﬂower, Black-eyed
Susan
Speedwell

tall spikes of dense, tiny, creamy white
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
ﬂowers
good nectar species for butterﬂies and
other insects, can be used as cut ﬂowers (www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and (Leopold 2005, 123)
dark blue ﬂower spikes
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

Notes

IG

Ilex glabra 'Densa'

Inkberry

KJ

Kerria japonica 'Golden Guinea'

Kerria, Japanese

fruit is round, black and 1/3 inch in
diameter, hedge/wind break/privacy
screen
ﬂowers repeat in less profusion in
summer, bright green stems add to
winter appeal

PF 'G'

Potentilla fruticosa 'Goldﬁnger'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

profuse ﬂowers late spring until frost

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PF 'PB'

Potentilla fruticosa 'Pink Beauty'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

profuse ﬂowers late spring until frost

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PF 'T'

Potentilla fruticosa 'Tangerine'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

PC

Prunus x cistena

Purpleleaf Sand Cherry

profuse ﬂowers late spring until frost
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
1st plant part of original site - 2nd needs
to be purchased, fragrant, small purple
fruit
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

RC
SV
TO

Rhododendron catawbiense 'Boursault'
Syringa vulgaris
Thuja occidentalis 'Techny'

Catawba Rhododendron
Lilac
Arborvitae, Mission

VC

Vaccinium corymbosum 'Jersey'

Highbush Blueberry

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

AG

Acer griseum

Paperbark Maple

AR
AF

Acer rubrum October Glory®
Acer X Freemanii Autumn Blaze®

Red Maple
Maple 'Jeffersred'

AL

Shadbush, Allegheny

AG 'AB'

Amelanchier laevis
Amelanchier x grandiﬂora Autumn
Brilliance®

emerging leaves are reddish tinged
fast growth rate
new foliage is a delicate pink, edible fruit
with somewhat almond tasting seeds in
June
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and (Dirr 1997, 42)

Serviceberry, Shadbush

blue-black edible fruit, ﬂowering

CC

Cercis canadensis

Eastern Redbud

CF

Cornus ﬂorida

Flowering Dogwood

FG

Fagus grandifolia

American Beech

PS 'K'

Prunus serrulata 'Kwanzan'

Japanese Flowering Cherry

SP

Stewartia pseudocamelia var. koreana

Stewartia, Japanese

single or multi-stemmed
slow growing, showy white ﬂower bracts
open with ﬁrst warm days of spring
ﬂowers are inconspicuous, bark is light
gray and smooth
grows in a wide vase shape, glossy bark
and branches
bark has shades of gray, brown and
orange and is striking in winter

LS
RF
VS

Shrubs
Reference

(Leopold 2005, 173) and (www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

broadleaf evergreen, hedge/wind
break/privacy screen
plant part of original site, fragrant
soft scale-like foliage
yellow-green to reddish stems create
winter interest, hedge/wind
break/privacy screen

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) (Leopold 2005, 188) and (Dirr
1997, 332)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Notes
special features include winter interest,
bark and fall color

Reference

(Leopold 2005, 200) and (www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Trees
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and (Dirr 1997, 18)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013), (Leopold 2005, 210) and (Dirr
1997, 24)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and (Dirr 1997, 24)

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and (Dirr 1997, 42)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013), (Leopold 2005, 225) and (Dirr
1997, 88)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
(Leopold 2005, 233)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and (Dirr 1997, 305)
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
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Materials
Use of local materials throughout the design not only supports the local
economy but also reduces transportation costs as well as pollutants emitted by delivery
equipment. The field stonewalls are to be made of locally sourced stone and the
wooden structures are to be made from reused wood sources or composites. The
low terraces in the garden have a grade change of 6 inches between them. Crushed
concrete will be used along these grade changes to prevent erosion and to help add
definition to the height changes as well as the change in vegetation as viewed at eye
level and from windows above the garden. Use of recycled concrete prevents more
landfill waste and if the concrete from the original design can be used, this will reduce
transportation costs of bringing a new material in as well as removing the old concrete.
The original pavilion is not used, as it did not make sense with the new design
and program elements. The pavilion and covered walkway that are part of the new
design will both have green roofs to increase the amount of vegetation in the garden
and help reduce the amount of storm water runoff the site has to accommodate. The
covered walkway extends from the elevator that exits at the back of the building and a
side door from an adjacent conference room all the way to the parking lot and bus stop.
This will enable patients and residents of the hospital to walk or to be wheeled to a bus
or other vehicle without being exposed to rain or direct sun. Additionally there will be
benches placed under the walkway and near the bus stop to allow people a place to sit
while they wait.
Human Health
The design seeks to acknowledge and celebrate the value of the human
relationship with nature. Those requiring round the clock care and who need to live in
a hospital or inpatient setting are often separated from nature. Providing a garden right
next to their building adds to the interest of the views they must look at everyday and if
they are mobile, provides a safe place to get away and be among nature without having
to go far from the care they need.
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Access to nature encourages physical activity for the residents, staff and visitors.
The design provides defined walkways to encourage movement throughout the whole
site. Benches, tables and chairs allow for informal and formal gatherings of various
sizes at various places throughout the garden. The field stone walls average 1.5 feet
in height and therefore provide the opportunity for additional seating if necessary. The
water features in the design provide places to quietly reflect and listen to the sound of
the flowing water. The water features also provide an ambient noise to provide a further
sense of being away and restoration. The various trees, shrubs and plants throughout
the space provide varying textures, colors and scents throughout the year. The plantings
help to define the various spaces and provide habitat for birds and butterflies. The
plantings throughout the garden are to be labeled to allow garden users to know the
various plants they are looking at and part of the label will indicate if the plant species
is native to the region and if its fruits are edible. Knowing what is in the garden will help
foster a stronger sense of stewardship of the space and help inform staff and visitors of
native plants they can use in their own gardens.
Overall, the design is safe, simple and easy to understand. There are no dead
ends or places to get lost in. Residents, staff and visitors can all access and use the
garden. While the Alzheimer’s garden is fenced in to allow its users the freedom to
wander within its boundaries, it can be accessed from within the building and used by
anyone. Just outside the door to the Alzheimer’s garden, to the left and under the porch,
is a space for a storage locker to place items to be used for programmed activities as
well as space to store activity carts to be used in the garden during the day (for example
an activity cart to be placed near the clothes line containing a basket with t-shirts, towels
and clothes pins). Brushed and tinted concrete is to be used on all primary walkways
throughout the garden to provide extra traction and a smooth surface to walk or be
wheeled on. Having the concrete tinted will help reduce glare and ease the transition
of going from inside the building out into the garden. The more the garden is used
the greater the opportunities for physical activity, recreation, mental restoration, social
interaction and stewardship of the land by its users.
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Part II – Alzheimer’s Garden
Wayfinding and Orientation
As Alzheimer’s patients have difficulty with cognitive mapping, the garden is
laid out to make it easy for users to walk and move through the space. The design of
the Alzheimer’s garden has sensory cues and landmarks to assist users in navigating
the garden to reach destinations. For example the porch, visible from throughout the
garden, provides imageability and meaning in users of where a door is to go back inside
and is a major landmark in the garden. Looking up from the mailbox provides a clear
line of sight to the porch and door leading back inside the building and helps to add
structure to the garden layout. The mailbox has been placed at the end of a secondary
path or shortcut which can be followed to get back to the door more quickly than by
following the main looping path. The water feature, raised planters, pergola and seating
areas provide destinations in the garden to promote walking and exploration and are
minor landmarks in the garden.
Access and Views
While the Alzheimer’s unit is on the third floor of the hospital, the access to the
Alzheimer’s garden in through the basement and requires patients to be escorted by
staff or visitors in order to use the garden. However, the garden is located below the
Alzheimer’s unit and can be viewed by patients throughout the day from some of the
bedrooms along the unit or from the activity rooms located on the floor. Views of the
garden can help entice patients, staff and visitors to want to go outside and use the
garden. Additionally views within the garden encourage movement throughout the space
and help users to want to explore the garden. Views out of the garden help connect
users to the surrounding landscape. While there is a fence at the far end of the garden
with highbush blueberries and other plants in front of it, looking up from the fence one
can see the trees and hill that are beyond the parking lot.
Although the Alzheimer’s garden is not overly large, it still provides a sense of
mystery to the users. While there are plenty of plants and seating throughout, they vary
110

in different areas of the garden and can help draw people out into the space. Also, the
plants change bloom and leaf color throughout the seasons that also provide something
to explore. The sound of the water feature in the garden can help to compel the user
to explore further and find and experience the unknown. Partial views obstructed by
trees, shrubs or other structures in the garden can also entice one to explore. The
looping path made with one material helps the Alzheimer’s patient to know that if they do
explore further, staying on the path will be safe and return them to where they started.
Additionally the porch is visible from all points in the garden, which is a clear indication of
a door leading back inside.
Spatial Definition and Legibility
The Alzheimer’s garden has been designed to provide legibility and visual
clarity to the users. The paths are easily identifiable. The main looping path is made
of brushed and tinted concrete while the secondary path (which is at a 90 degree angle
from the main path) is made with stone dust in order to help differentiate it from the main
path but still provide access to wheelchairs. The main path is 8 feet wide in order to
easily accommodate passing wheelchairs, walkers and those who can only be moved in
reclining chair beds on wheels.
There are multiple gathering places in the garden including the porch, seating
under the pergola, grass next to the secondary path, benches inset along the stone wall
and a group of benches and tables at the far end of the garden. The multiple gathering
areas allows those who want to have a sense of being away from the indoors and
activity, a place to go. Nodes within the garden include the area under the pergola and
the space enclosed by raised planters. Both areas are foci, destinations and gathering
places in the garden.
The building provides an edge to the garden, as does the black metal fence at
the far side of the garden. In order to lessen the feeling of being locked in, the black
metal fence has plants in front of it that also help to obscure the view of the parking lot
and pathway beyond. These plants are part of the framework plantings of the garden
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and help form the foundation of the garden by assisting in defining edges, paths, views
and spaces. The wooden fence separates the Alzheimer’s garden from the rest of the
hospital garden and has opaque, glass colored panels at the top of the fence to add both
color and fun to the garden. Both fences are 8 feet high in order to discourage users of
the space from trying to climb over the fences and to help block activity from the other
side of the fence.
Plenty of sturdy and moveable seating have been provided in the garden.
Garden users can sit in the sun or shade and move chairs in order to customize the
space to their own needs and desires. Another customizing feature is the evolving
garden or the raised planters. These planters are on wheels so they can be moved
inside to be used in the winter months. Additionally they provide space to grow
vegetables, herbs and flowers for cutting and the garden can evolve or change over
time. The raised planters allow Alzheimer’s patients to engage in a familiar activity and
create a more homelike atmosphere.
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Figure 65 – Views within the Alzheimer’s Garden
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Figure 65a – View of the porch in the Alzheimer’s Garden.

Security and Safety
The Alzheimer’s garden is secure and can only be accessed by users from within
the building. The garden is bordered on all sides by either the building or a fence and
plants. There is a gate for maintenance workers to enter the garden where the wooden
fence meets the wall of the building. The gate has been placed in an unobtrusive area
away from the main path and will remain locked at all times and require a key for entry
and exit. The gate itself is two panels of the wooden fence and is therefore camouflaged
as part of the fence. An area where people feel safe and secure is more likely to be
used and to lower stress and increase sociability in the user.
Other Physical Needs
Alzheimer’s patients respond best to environments designed for independence
and empowerment. With this in mind the garden has been located outside of a door with
bathrooms just inside. Garden users will not have to worry about finding a bathroom
if needed or having to go a far distance to use one. Additionally the porch provides a
transitional space for garden users to stop, pause and wait for their eyes to adjust from
light levels indoors to outdoors and vice versa. The Alzheimer’s garden provides shade
either under the porch, pergola or depending on the time of day, from the building and
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trees. Ample shade is needed as Alzheimer’s patients have difficulty recognizing when
they are too hot and may not think to put on sunscreen or have a hat available.
The main pathway of the garden is made of brushed and tinted concrete and
the secondary paths are made with either stone dust or stepping-stones inset at ground
level. The smooth, even ground will not only allow those in wheelchairs to use the
garden, but also assist those whose sense of balance has begun to decline or who take
shorter steps to compensate for balance issues or eyesight failure to feel safe and free
to travel through the space. The brushed concrete adds a bit of traction to the path and
tinting helps to prevent glare that can slow down or prevent a user from going into and
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Figure 65b – View looking out from the porch in the Alzheimer’s Garden.
enjoying the space. Additionally electrical outlets will be located in the porch area and
along the water feature to enable those dependent on respirators to use the garden.
Sensory Stimulation
The Alzheimer’s garden has been designed to stimulate the five senses. The
varying plants and materials will stimulate a user’s sight from within the garden and with
views from the windows above. The colors of the garden will change with the blooms
and leaves of the seasons. The textures of the plants (trees, grass, ferns, and shrubs)
and structures (field stone wall, water feature, and wooden pergola) of the garden are
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unique to the outdoor space and will provide a different sense of touch. The highbush
blueberries and vegetable garden will provide tastes of the garden to be enjoyed. The
scents of the various blooms and fresh cut grass will help to draw people outside and
into the garden. Sounds from the garden will include the sound of flowing water from
the water feature, leaves rustling in the wind and birds chirping in the trees and shrubs.
All the sensory stimulation of the garden will provide users with a place to enjoy quiet
fascination and rejuvenation from their day.

	
  

c	
  

Figure 65c – View within the Alzheimer’s Garden

Physical Activity
The garden provides a safe and secure place for physical activity. Residents of
the hospital will be able to enjoy gardening again if they so choose and have a place to
walk around outside in the fresh air and weather. Residents will be able to increase their
exposure to light and the sun and be able to experience again the change of seasons.
The Alzheimer’s garden provides patients a place to walk with its looping path, and
destinations and landmarks along the path. The shortcut provides a choice for users to
change their direction and experience of the garden.
Located at the south east corner of the garden are raised planting beds for
annual plants. The raised planters allow those in wheelchairs or with limited mobility
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to sit as if they were at a desk and garden. Each section of this larger unit will be built
separately and on wheels for mobility. The sections can be taken indoors during winter
months and used throughout the hospital all year long.

	
  

d	
  

Figure 65d – View of the clothesline, porch and water feature within the Alzheimer’s
Garden.

Memory and Personalization
A homelike living space can help support the quality of life of those living with
Alzheimer’s disease. The Alzheimer’s garden provides access to the outdoors and
a garden that can be worked in and customized to the residents’ needs and desires.
Planting and growing specific flowers and vegetables can remind residents of times
past and bring back memories that might have remained lost. By planting and working
in the garden, residents will help establish a sense of ownership, pride and control
over the space. A mailbox in the garden can not only bring about past memories but
also give a resident a sense of purpose walking in the garden. The clothes line is
a familiar reminder of home and can again give a resident a sense of purpose and
accomplishment in hanging up or taking down towels in a basket on a cart left near the
clothes line. The clothesline and mailbox are features that will provide them with familiar
activities that help those with limited abilities to feel helpful and of use. A discovery cart
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with gardening tools will also help in attaining this goal. Additionally the garden and
features mentioned previously can influence visitors of residents as well. In addition to
providing a quiet and enjoyable place to visit, an object or plant in the garden can spark
a conversation where other topics may be confusing or too stressful for the resident.

	
  

e	
  

Figure 65e – View of the Alzheimer’s Garden

Stress Reduction
Alzheimer’s disease can cause one to experience mental fatigue sooner than
they would normally and causes people to have difficulty in focusing on the task in front
of them. As encounters with nature can restore one’s ability to concentrate, calm anxiety
and reduce aggression, the Alzheimer’s garden provides a needed place of respite
for residents. The garden gives a sense of being away from inside the hospital. The
garden also provides extent by giving the feeling of being in a whole different world from
the one inside. The garden is compatible with being a place to find quiet fascination and
restore oneself.
Social Interaction
The Alzheimer’s garden is a shared space between residents, staff and visitors
of the hospital. The garden is made up of spaces to sit alone or meet in a group. The
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Figure 66 – Views of the Hospital Garden
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furnishings help cue residents to appropriate behavior in the space and help to prevent
withdrawal and isolation. Activity and garden features can be conversation starters as
well and encourage socialization in a relaxed setting.
Views of Hospital Garden Final Design
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Figure 66a – View from above of the Hospital Garden.

Figure 66b – View of the water feature in the Hospital Garden.
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Figure 66c – View of the Hospital Garden

Figure 66d – View of the pavillion in the Hospital Garden.

Figure 66e – View from a patient’s room of the Hospital Garden.
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Figure 66f – View along the walkway of the Hospital Garden.

Figure 66g – View of the Hospital Garden along the southside of the building.

Final Design Conclusion
Although an outdoor space consisting of a pavilion and a patch of grass currently
exists at Western Massachusetts Hospital, the space is not inviting or overly functional.
The outdoor area to the south and east of the building is mainly a parking lot surrounded
by woods and grass. By focusing on the needs of residents, staff and visitors, an inviting
and sustainable space has been designed that functions for the various needs of the
Western Massachusetts Hospital community and surrounding environment.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
Millions of people in the United States have been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
disease and millions more are impacted by the disease as caregivers, family and friends.
As there is currently no cure and the best we can hope for with medicine is to slow
the progression of the disease, we must look for alternative solutions to help maintain
the dignity and quality of life for those diagnosed for as long as possible. One part of
this solution is to focus the design of Alzheimer’s patients’ physical environment on
their needs and abilities, and thereby help ease the symptoms of the disease on both
the patient and caregivers. A well-designed facility won’t prevent or cure the disease,
but it can help lessen many of the symptoms and emotional reactions caused by the
disease. Additionally providing appealing places to interact with residents encourages
involvement of family and friends in their loved one’s care.
Gardens built specifically for those with Alzheimer’s disease are designed with
the intention to improve the quality of life for the patient, caregivers and family. In many
respects a well-designed Alzheimer’s garden is inherently sustainable. The focus on
human health is built into an Alzheimer’s garden design. Additionally the space seeks
to meet the unique needs of an Alzheimer’s patient through the use of local and familiar
building materials and plants to create a space that is welcoming, stimulating, easily read
and traversed. Incorporating elements of site selection, soil preservation and valuing
water as a resource into the design and building process, Alzheimer’s gardens will be
truly sustainable.
There are challenges associated with creating sustainable Alzheimer’s gardens.
For example, the plant palette can be limited as sustainability requires plants that
are native and safety for Alzheimer’s patients requires plants to be nonpoisonous.
Additionally designers must consider what plants are available at local nurseries to
ensure the design can be installed.
Another challenge exists in the use of water in the design. Alzheimer’s patients
are likely to drink the water and therefore water features cannot use stagnant water as
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bacteria may form. Water used in water features may need to be treated as drinking
water and kept to drinking water standards. The level of water in water features should
be kept to a minimum so as to prevent the possibility of drowning by Alzheimer’s
patients. If pooling water is part of the water feature, stones can be used to prevent
the depth from being deep enough to allow drowning, as long as the stones are large
enough that patients cannot try to eat and swallow them.
The garden design created for Western Massachusetts Hospital seeks to
create outdoor spaces that are inviting, safe and functional. The ten elements for
an Alzheimer’s garden were applied to the design for the Alzheimer’s garden. The
remaining garden areas were created with the focus on other residents of the hospital
as well as staff and visitors. The five elements of sustainability outlined in the literature
review section were applied to the entire project area.
Overall this project demonstrates that Alzheimer’s gardens are already on the
path to being sustainable. By focusing future design on combining the elements of
Alzheimer’s gardens with the elements of sustainability, Alzheimer’s gardens can be
truly sustainable and outdoor spaces at long term care facilities for those living with
Alzheimer’s disease will be well used areas by residents, loved ones and caregivers.
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APPENDIX A
The Garden Level (specifically the Garden itself) – Ruth’s House – Jewish Geriatric
Services - Information Needed
Date designed Date construction was completed Cost – initial budget:
final cost:
reason for difference:
Size of the garden – sq ft or acres
Who were the members of the design team?
Landscape Architect – Berkshire Design Group – Peter Wells
Architect – Victor Regnier (was he the architect or a consultant?)
Consultants
In house members of the team
- staff?, residents?, families?
Could a copy of the master plan or the site plan be provided along with the plant list for
the project?
Project background and history:
What was the genesis for the project?
What were the key goals of the project?
- social, ecological, and/or aesthetic
- who defined these goals?
What were the program elements for the project and how were they developed?
How was the garden designed specifically for Alzheimer and related dementia
patients?
		
What are the key features of this design?
		
How does the garden address user needs and requirements?
What considerations were taken into account when choosing surface and
plant materials for the garden?
Could a brief overview of the design, development and decision making process be
given?
What problems were encountered during this process and what was the response/
solution to them?
Are there maintenance and management problems or costs associated with the garden?
Who designed and maintains the water feature?
They come once a year at the beginning of the summer season?
Do they also come in the fall?
Is there anything you would change about the garden or its design?
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Are there any future plans for this garden?
A meditation area?
Caleb Hitchcock Health Center Gardens – Duncaster Lifecare Community Information Needed
Date designed Date construction was completed Cost – initial budget:
final cost:
reason for difference:
Size of the gardens – sq ft or acres
Who were the members of the design team?
Landscape Architect – Dirtworks PC – David Kamp
Architect – Ewing Cole
Consultants In house members of the team
- staff?, residents?, families?
Could a copy of the master plan or the site plan be provided along with the plant list for
the project?
Project background and history:
What was the genesis for the project?
What were the key goals of the project?
- social, ecological, and/or aesthetic
- who defined these goals?
What were the program elements for the project and how were they developed?
How was the garden designed specifically for Alzheimer and related dementia
patients?
		
What are the key features of this design?
		
How does the garden address user needs and requirements?
What considerations were taken into account when choosing surface and
plant materials for the garden?
Could a brief overview of the design, development and decision making process be
given?
What problems were encountered during this process and what was the response/
solution to them?
Are there maintenance and management problems or costs associated with the
gardens?
Is there anything you would change about the gardens and their design?
Are there any future plans for the gardens?
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APPENDIX B
Plant List Seasonal Interest - Western Massachusetts Hospital Garden

Ferns
Key

AP

Leaf Color
Botanical Name

Adiantum pedatum

Commmon Name

Spring

Summer

Flower Color
Fall

March

April

May

June

Bark
July

August

September

October

Bark Color

Bark Texture

Reference
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013),
(Leopold 2005, 40) and (Phillips 2004,
273)

Maidenhair Fern

Grasses

Leaf Color
Spring

Summer

Flower Color
Fall

March

April

May

June

Bark

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

July

August

September

October

Bark Color

Bark Texture

Reference

BD

Buchloe dactyloides

Buffalo Grass

(Leopold 2005, 63)

CP

Carex pensylvanica

Sedge

(Leopold 2005, 65)

PV 'DB'

Panicum virgatum 'Dallas
Blues'

Grass -- Switch Grass

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PV 'S'

Panicum virgatum
'Shenandoah'

Grass -- Switch Grass

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Grass - Turf

Groundcover

Leaf Color
Commmon Name

Spring

Summer

Flower Color
Fall

March

April

May

June

Bark

Key

Botanical Name

AU

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
'Massachusetts'

Bearberry

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013),
(Leopold 2005, 153) and (Dirr 1998,
105)

AC

Asarum canadense

Wild Ginger

(Leopold 2005, 78) and
(www.missouribotanicalgarden.org 2013)

AT

Asclepias tuberosa

Butterﬂy Milkweed

(Leopold 2005, 79) and
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

AN

Aster novae-angliae 'Purple
New England Aster
Dome'

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and
(Leopold 2005, 81)

CM

Chrysopsis mariana

Maryland Goldenaster

(Leopold 2005, 88) and
(www.northcreeknurseries.com 2013)

CC

Cornus canadensis

Bunchberry

(Leopold 2005, 161) and
(www.westonnureries.com 2013)
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July

August

September

October

Bark Color

Bark Texture

Reference

Plant List Seasonal Interest - Western Massachusetts Hospital Garden

GP

Gaultheria procumbens

Teaberry, Wintergreen or
Checkerberry

(Leopold 2005, 167) and
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

GM

Geranium maculatum
'Espresso'

Wild Geranium or Cranesbill

(Leopold 2005, 99) and
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

HC

Hedyotis caerulea

Bluets

(Leopold 2005, 100) and
(www.sunnygardens.com 2013)

IC

Iris cristata

Dwarf Crested Iris

(Leopold 2005, 105) and
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

MR

Mitchella repens

Partridgeberry

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

MD

Monarda didyma 'Fireball'

Beebalm or Oswego Tea

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PT

Pachysandra terminalis
'Green Sheen'

Spurge, Japanese

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PD

Phlox divaricata 'Blue
Moon'

Phlox, Woodland

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PM

Phlox maculata

Wild Sweet William

(Leopold 2005, 117)

PS 'RW'

Phlox subulata 'Red Wings' Moss-Pink Phlox

(Leopold 2005, 118) and
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PR

Polemonium reptans
'Stairway to Heaven'

Jacob's Ladder

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

RH

Rudbeckia hirta

Black-Eyed Susan

(Leopold 2005, 123)

WF

Waldsteinia fragarioides

Barren Strawberry

(Leopold 2005, 142) and
(www.missouribotanicalgarden.org 2013)
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Plant List Seasonal Interest - Western Massachusetts Hospital Garden

Plants

Leaf Color
Spring

Fall

March

April

May

June

Bark

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

CR

Centhranthus ruber
'Coccineus'

Red Valerian

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

EP

Eupatorium purpureum
'Baby Joe'

Joe Pye Weed

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

LS

Liatris spicata 'Alba'

Blazingstar or Gayfeather

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

RF

Rudbeckia fulgida var.
sullivantii 'Goldsturm'

Eastern Coneﬂower, Blackeyed Susan

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and
(Leopold 2005, 123)

VS

Veronica spicata
'Goodness Grows'

Speedwell

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Shrubs

Summer

Flower Color

Leaf Color
Spring

Summer

July

August

September

October

Bark Color

Flower Color
Fall

March

April

May

June

Bark Texture

Reference

Bark

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

IG

Ilex glabra 'Densa'

Inkberry

(Leopold 2005, 173) and
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

KJ

Kerria japonica 'Golden
Guinea'

Kerria, Japanese

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PF 'G'

Potentilla fruticosa
'Goldﬁnger'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PF 'PB'

Potentilla fruticosa 'Pink
Beauty'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PF 'T'

Potentilla fruticosa
'Tangerine'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

PC

Prunus x cistena

Purpleleaf Sand Cherry

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

RC

Rhododendron
catawbiense 'Boursault'

Catawba Rhododendron

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
(Leopold 2005, 188) and (Dirr 1997,
332)

SV

Syringa vulgaris

Lilac

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)
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July

August

September

October

Bark Color

Bark Texture

Reference

Plant List Seasonal Interest - Western Massachusetts Hospital Garden

TO

Thuja occidentalis 'Techny' Arborvitae, Mission

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

VC

Vaccinium corymbosum
'Jersey'

(Leopold 2005, 200) and
(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Highbush Blueberry

Trees

Leaf Color

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

AG

Acer griseum

AR

Spring

Summer

Flower Color
Fall

March

April

May

June

Bark

Paperbark Maple

Bark Texture
cinnamon-brown
bark exfoliates on
trunk and branches
to reveal a shiny
coppery inner bark.

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and
(Dirr 1997, 18)

Acer rubrum October
Glory®

Red Maple

smooth, gray bark

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013),
(Leopold 2005, 210) and (Dirr 1997, 24)

AF

Acer X Freemanii Autumn
Blaze®

Maple 'Jeffersred'

smooth, gray bark

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and
(Dirr 1997, 24)

AL

Amelanchier laevis

Shadbush, Allegheny

smooth, grayish
streaked bark

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and
(Dirr 1997, 42)

AG 'AB'

Amelanchier x grandiﬂora
Autumn Brilliance®

Serviceberry, Shadbush

light gray bark

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and
(Dirr 1997, 42)
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July

August

September

October

Bark Color

Reference

Plant List Seasonal Interest - Western Massachusetts Hospital Garden

CC

Cercis canadensis

Eastern Redbud

CF

Cornus ﬂorida

Flowering Dogwood

bark becomes
blackish and scaly
with age
young stems have a
purplish cast,
mature bark
becomes gray-brown
and rough, bark
develops small,
blocky ridges that
resemble an alligator
hide

FG

Fagus grandifolia

American Beech

bark is light gray and
(Leopold 2005, 233)
smooth

PS 'K'

Prunus serrulata 'Kwanzan' Japanese Flowering Cherry

glossy bark and
branches

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and
(Dirr 1997, 305)

SP

Stewartia pseudocamelia
var. koreana

exfoliating bark in
shades of gray,
brown and orange

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013)

Stewartia, Japanese

References:
Dirr, Michael A. 1997. Dirr's Hardy Trees and Shrubs - An Illustrated Encyclopedia . Portland, Oregon: Tiber Press Inc.
Dirr, Michael A. 1998. Manual of Woody Landscape Plants - Their Identiﬁcation, Ornamental Characteristics, Culture, Propagation and Uses, Fifth Edition . Champaign, Illinois: Stipes Publishing LLC
Leopold, Donald J. 2005. Native Plants of the Northeast - A Guide for Gardening and Conservation. Portland, Oregon: Timber Press Inc.
Missouri Botanical Garden. Gardening Help. Plant Finder. www.missouribotanicalgarden.org [accessed April 2013]
North Creek Nurseries. Native Plants. www.northcreeknurseries.com [accessed April 2013]
Phillips, Ellen and C. Colston Burrell. 2004. Rodale's Illustrated Encyclopedia of Perennials. Rodale Inc.
Sunny Gardens. Plant Index. www.sunnygardens.com [accessed April 2013]
Weston Nurseries. Plant Library. www.westonnurseries.com [accessed April 2013]
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(www.westonnurseries.com 2013),
(Leopold 2005, 225) and (Dirr 1997, 88)

(www.westonnurseries.com 2013) and
(Leopold 2005, 229)

Ferns

Key

AP

APPENDIX C
Botanical Name

Adiantum pedatum

Grasses

Key

BD

CP

PV 'DB'

Botanical Name

Buchloe dactyloides

Carex pensylvanica

Panicum virgatum
'Dallas Blues'

Commmon Name

Picture

Photo Source

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Adia
ntum-pedatumaccessed April 2013

Maidenhair Fern

Commmon Name

Picture

Photo Source

Buffalo Grass

http://www.agreengarde
n.com/plants/buchloedactyloides.asp
accessed April 2013

Sedge

http://www.northcreeknu
rseries.com/index.cfm/fu
seaction/plants.plantDet
ail/plant_id/362/index.ht
m accessed April 2013

Grass -- Switch Grass

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Pani
cum-virgatum-DallasBlues April 2013
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PV 'S'

Panicum virgatum
'Shenandoah'

Grass -- Switch Grass

Key

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

Groundcover

AU

AC

AT

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Pani
cum-virgatumShenandoah April 2013
Picture

Photo Source

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
'Massachusetts'
Bearberry

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Arct
ostaphylos-uva-ursiMassachusetts accessed
April 2013

Asarum canadense

Wild Ginger

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/b460/asarumcanadense.aspx
accessed April 2013

Butterﬂy Milkweed

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Ascl
epias-tuberosaaccessed April 2013

Asclepias tuberosa
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AN

CM

CC

GP

Aster novae-angliae
'Purple Dome'

Chrysopsis mariana

Cornus canadensis

Gaultheria procumbens

New England Aster

http://www.northcreeknu
rseries.com/index.cfm/fu
seaction/plants.plantDet
ail/plant_id/31/index.ht
m accessed April 2013

Maryland Goldenaster

http://www.northcreeknu
rseries.com/index.cfm/fu
seaction/plants.plantDet
ail/plant_id/156/index.ht
m accessed April 2013

Bunchberry

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Corn
us-canadensis- accessed
April 2013

Teaberry, Wintergreen
or Checkerberry

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Gaul
theria-procumbensaccessed April 2013
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GM

HC

IC

MR

MD

Geranium maculatum
'Espresso'

Hedyotis caerulea

Iris cristata

Mitchella repens

Monarda didyma
'Fireball'

Wild Geranium or
Cranesbill

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Gera
nium-maculatumEspresso accessed April
2013

Bluets

http://www.sunnygarden
s.com/garden_plants/he
dyotis/hedyotis_1389.ph
p accessed April 2013

Dwarf Crested Iris

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/k690/iriscristata.aspx accessed
April 2013

Partridgeberry

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/b345/mitchell
a-repens.aspx accessed
April 2013

Beebalm or Oswego Tea

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/a785/monard
a-ﬁreball.aspx accessed
April 2013
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PT

PD

PM

Pachysandra terminalis
'Green Sheen'

Phlox divaricata 'Blue
Moon'

Phlox maculata

Phlox subulata 'Red
PS 'RW' Wings'

Spurge, Japanese

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Pach
ysandra-terminalis-GreenSheen April 2013

Phlox, Woodland

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Phlo
x-divaricata-Blue-Moon
April 2013

Wild Sweet William

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/e590/phloxmaculata.aspx accessed
April 2013

Moss-Pink Phlox

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Phlo
x-subulata-Red-Wings
April 2013
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PR

RH

WF

Plants

Key

CR

EP

Polemonium reptans
'Stairway to Heaven'

Rudbeckia hirta

Jacob's Ladder

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Pole
monium-reptans-Stairwayto-Heaven April 2013

Black-Eyed Susan

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/a109/rudbecki
a-hirta.aspx accessed
April 2013

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/w950/waldste
inia-fragarioides.aspx
accessed April 2013

Waldsteinia fragarioides Barren Strawberry

Botanical Name

Centhranthus ruber
'Coccineus'

Eupatorium purpureum
'Baby Joe'

Commmon Name

Picture

Photo Source

Red Valerian

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Cent
hranthus-ruber-Coccineus
accessed April 2013

Joe Pye Weed

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Eupa
torium-purpureum-BabyJoe accessed April 2013
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LS

RF

VS

Shrubs

Key

IG

Blazingstar or
Gayfeather

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Liatr
is-spicata-Alba April
2013

Eastern Coneﬂower,
Black-eyed Susan

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Rud
beckia-fulgida-varsullivantii-Goldsturm
April 2013

Veronica spicata
'Goodness Grows'

Speedwell

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Vero
nica-spicata-GoodnessGrows April 2013

Botanical Name

Commmon Name

Liatris spicata 'Alba'

Rudbeckia fulgida var.
sullivantii 'Goldsturm'

Ilex glabra 'Densa'

Picture

Photo Source

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Ilexglabra-Densa April 2013

Inkberry
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Kerria, Japanese

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/c315/kerriajaponica-goldenguinea.aspx accessed
April 2013

Cinquefoil, Shrubby

http://springmeadownurs
ery.com/plant/59270
accessed April 2013

Potentilla fruticosa 'Pink
Cinquefoil, Shrubby
Beauty'

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Pote
ntilla-fruticosa-PinkBeauty April 2013

Potentilla fruticosa
'Tangerine'

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Pote
ntilla-fruticosa-Tangerine
April 2013

KJ

Kerria japonica 'Golden
Guinea'

PF 'G'

Potentilla fruticosa
'Goldﬁnger'

PF 'PB'

PF 'T'

Cinquefoil, Shrubby
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PC

RC

SV

TO

Prunus x cistena

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/c333/prunusx-cistena.aspx April
2013

Purpleleaf Sand Cherry

Rhododendron
catawbiense 'Boursault' Catawba Rhododendron

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Rho
dodendron-catawbienseBoursault April 2013

Syringa vulgaris

Lilac

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Syri
nga-vulgaris-FialaRemembrance April
2013

Arborvitae, Mission

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Thuj
a-occidentalis-Techny
April 2013

Thuja occidentalis
'Techny'
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VC

Trees

Key

AG

AR

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Vac
cinium-corymbosumJersey April 2013

Vaccinium corymbosum
'Jersey'
Highbush Blueberry

Botanical Name

Acer griseum

Acer rubrum October
Glory®

Commmon Name

Picture

Photo Source

Paperbark Maple

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Acergriseum- accessed April
2013

Red Maple

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/b981/acerrubrum-octoberglory.aspx accessed
April 2013
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AF

AL

Acer X Freemanii
Autumn Blaze®

Amelanchier laevis

Amelanchier x
grandiﬂora Autumn
AG 'AB' Brilliance®

CC

Cercis canadensis

Maple 'Jeffersred'

(http://www.westonnurs
eries.com/plantname/Ac
er-x-freemanii-AutumnBlaze, accessed April
2013)

Shadbush, Allegheny

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Ame
lanchier-laevis- accessed
April 2013

Serviceberry, Shadbush

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Ame
lanchier-x-grandiﬂoraAutumn-Brilliance
accessed April 2013

Eastern Redbud

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Cerc
is-canadensis- accessed
April 2013
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CF

FG

Cornus ﬂorida

Fagus grandifolia

PS 'K'

Prunus serrulata
'Kwanzan'

SP

Stewartia
pseudocamelia var.
koreana

Flowering Dogwood

http://www.missouribota
nicalgarden.org/gardensgardening/yourgarden/plant-ﬁnder/plantdetails/kc/c280/cornusﬂorida.aspx accessed
April 2013

American Beech

http://www.hort.uconn.e
du/Plants/f/faggra/faggr
a1.html accessed April
2013

Japanese Flowering
Cherry

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Prun
us-serrulata-Kwanzan
April 2013

Stewartia, Japanese

http://www.westonnurse
ries.com/plantname/Ste
wartia-pseudocamelliavar-koreana- April 2013
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APPENDIX D
Source
(Adil 1994, 252) (Schneller 2009, 203) (www.maripoisoncenter.com 2010)
Poisonous Plant
Achillea
X
Aconitum
X
Actaea
X
Alcea (skin irritant only)
X
Allium (may cause dermatitis or
allergies)
X
Amaryllis
X
Anemone
X
Aquilegia
X
Artemisia
X
Autumn Crocus
X
Azalea
X
X
Baneberry
X
Belladonna
X
Bittersweet
X
Black Cherry
X
Black Locust
X
Bleeding heart
X
Boxwood
X
Buckeye
X
Burning bush (euonymus)
X
Buttercup
X
Caladium
X
X
Carolin yellow jessamine
X
Casper Spurge
X
Castor Bean
X
X
Cherry
X
Cherry laurel
X
Chinaberry
X
Christmas rose
X
Chrysanthemum
X
Clematis
X
Corydalis
X
Cotinus (skin irritant only)
X
Crocus, autumn
X
Cyclamen
X
Daffodil
X
X
Daphne
X
Daphne delphinium
X
Delphinium
X
X
Dianthus
X
Dicentra (skin irritant only)
X
Dieffenbachia
X
X
Digitalis purpurea
X
Dumbcane
X
Elephant ears
X
English ivy
X
Eupatorium 'Chocolate'
X
Euphorbia
X
False Hellebore
X
Foxglove
X
X
Gaillardia (skin irritant only)
X
Goldenchain
X
X
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Source
Poisonous Plant
Gypsophila paniculata (skin
irritant only)
Helenium
Holly
Holly Berries
Horse Chestnuts
Hyacinth
Hydrangea
Iberis (skin irritant only)
Iris
Jack in the Pulpit
Jasmine
Jequirity Bean
Jerusalem cherry
Jessamine
Jimson weed
Lantana
Larkspur
Laurel
Lilium
Lily of the Valley
Lupine
Mistletoe
Monkshood
Moon Flower
Moonseed
Morning Glory
Mountain Laurel
Mushrooms
Mushrooms (non-edible)
Narcissus
Nightshade
Oleander
Paeonia
Papaver
Philodendron
Poinsettia
Poison Hemlock
Pokeberry
Pokeweed
Privet
Rhododendron
Rhubarb Leaves
Rosary Pea
Rubber Vine
Sandbox Tree
Scilla
Sedum
Sweet pea
Tansy
Thalictrum
Thorn Apple
Tiger lily

(Adil 1994, 252) (Schneller 2009, 203) (www.maripoisoncenter.com 2010)
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Source
Poisonous Plant
Tobacco
Tulipa (bulb)
Tung Oil Tree
Veronica (some)
Water Hemlock
White Snakeroot
Wisteria
Yellow Oleander
Yew

(Adil 1994, 252) (Schneller 2009, 203) (www.maripoisoncenter.com 2010)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Resources:
Adil, Janeen R. 1994. Accessible Gardening for People with Physical Disabilities - A Guide to Methods, Tools
and Plants. Woodbine House.
Regional Center for Poison Control and Prevention Serving Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Poisonous Plants
List. www.maripoisoncenter.com [accessed August 2010]
Schneller, Lee. 2009. The Everblooming Flower Garden . Storey Publishing.
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e

b

f

d

c

f

P l a n t s a n d Tr e e s - P l a n t i n g s f o r t h e g a r d e n w e r e c h o s e n b a s e d o n t h e
following criterea: 1 - that they are non-toxic, 2 - native to New Engl a n d o r p r o v e n t o d o w e l l i n t h e l o c a l c l i m a t e o r 3 - p l a n t s s p e c i fi c a l l y
requested by the client. Plants that have been choosen include Eastern
R e d b u d , S h a d b u s h S e r v i c e b e r r y, H i g h b u s h B l u e b e r r i e s a n d a C h e r r y Tr e e .

Raised Garden Beds - Located at the south east corner of the garden
are raised planting beds for annual plants. The raised planters allow
those in wheelchairs or with limited mobility to sit as if they were at a
desk and garden. Each section of this larger unit will be built sepera t e l y a n d o n w h e e l s f o r m o b i l i t y. T h e s e c t i o n s c a n b e t a k e n i n d o o r s
during winter months and used throughout the hospital all year long.

a

F r o n t P o r c h - Tr a n s i t i o n a r e a a t t h e e n t r a n c e t o t h e g a r d e n p r o v i d e s
space and time for eyes to adjust to the outdoors. The covered porch
also allows people to be outside during inclement weather and serves as
a landmark in the garden, reminding users where the entrance/exit is
located.

a

Rain Barrel and Clothes Line - The rain barrel will collect storm water
f r o m o ff t h e p o r c h r o o f. T h e h a n d p u m p o n t h e b a r r e l o r t h e s p i g o t a t
the bottom of the barrel will allow garden users a sustainable way to
water the garden. The clothes line and mailbox, are features that will
remind people of home and provide them with familiar activities that
help those with limited abilities to feel helpful and useful. A discovery
cart with gardening tools will also help in attaining this goal.

e

G a t h e r i n g A r e a s - T h e g a r d e n o ff e r s m a n y s p a c e s f o r g a t h e r i n g s l a r g e
and small. Except for the benchs along the seat wall, the furniture is
moveable to enable groups to gather where it is most convenient. The
w a t e r f e a t u r e i s m a d e o f fi e l d s t o n e ( s i m i l a r t o t h e s e a t w a l l ) a n d i s
centrally located within the garden. The sound of water cascading down
t w o l e v e l s o n t o s t o n e w i l l a d d t r a n q u i l i t y t o t h e g a r d e n . Tw o e l e c t r i c a l
outlets will be located along the water feature to enable those with respirators to use the garden.

d

Alternate Path - The main path loops through the garden and will bring
a n y o n e f o l l o w i n g i t b a c k t o t h e f r o n t p o r c h . Pe r p e n d i c u l a r t o t h e m a i n
path is an alternate path made of stone dust which enables choices in
direction to be made within the garden. The mailbox at the base of this
path is a landmark and anyone who looks in the mailbox and then looks
up, will see the front porch and entrance back into the building.

c

S e a t Wa l l a n d P a t h - T h e fi e l d s t o n e s e a t w a l l ( m a d e w i t h l o c a l s t o n e ) i s
18 inches high and provides additional seating within the garden. The
benches are spaces for individuals or small groups to gather and enjoy
the outdoors. The main path that loops through the garden is brushed
concrete that has been tinted to reduce glare. The path is an even surface throughout the garden and wide enough for two indiviuals in wheel
c h a i r s t o p a s s o n e a n o t h e r.

b

100th Anniversary Garden
... the lit tle hospital that could ...

Western Massachusetts Hospital
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